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Dear Parents, Carers, Students

our regular Staff Prayer and

ahead. What I really love is the

and Friends of the St Gregory’s

Briefings in the Junior School

spontaneous applause and

College Community,

and Senior School. Along with

heartfelt best wishes that our

the other members of the

staff show for each other and

As we move towards the end of

College Leadership Team, we

for our students and families.

Term 2, it is good to be able to

use this time to reflect on the

look back on a successful term

successes and highlights of

We also use our Monday ‘Line

at the College. We need to ‘take

the previous week, always

Up’ opportunities with the

the helicopter up’ at times like

stopping

our

students to emphasise the high

this to provide a true picture of

teachers, students and families

standards we set and to

the many great things that

on

wonderful

congratulate our students on

happen at the College on a

achievements which occur

achievements from the past

daily basis.

across the weeks. We also use

week.

to
the

applaud

this opportunity to encourage
At the commencement of each

and congratulate our staff,

These opportunities with our

week, I have the opportunity to

students and families on the

staff and students set the tone

meet with the College staff at

upcoming events for the week

for the week ahead. I am

blessed to lead this fine

beautiful Mass in honour of St

students from Kindergarten to

College and to watch it grow in

Marcellin. Towards the

Year

stature. I am blessed to work

conclusion of the Mass, a

Champagnat

with outstanding colleagues

number of members of staff

Award recipient, Mr Edward

who really do care about their

received awards for their

Stefanski. I congratulate the

work as educators. I am

service to Marist education. Mr

recipients of these prestigious

blessed to work with students

Brendan O’Flynn, Mr Edward

and honourable awards. To

who want to learn and see the

Stefanski, Mrs Kate Stott, Mr

share values and attributes

College as an ideal place to

Peter Smith and Mr Baldino

which are common to our

build their base as young men

Vetrano all received awards for

founder

and women.

10 years of service to Marist

amazing and we are blessed to

education. Mr Paul Fox, Ms

have these students and staff

The end of each term is always

Karen Kissick, Mrs Michelle

in our College.

busy

Gardiner, Mr Lee MacMaster

with

marking,

assessments,

St

to

our

Community

Marcellin

is

An important part of the Mass

Willoughby received awards for

was to thank our Marist

content. These things do not

20 years of service to Marist

Brothers’ Community at St

go away. ‘Taking the helicopter

education. Mrs Anna Blacklow

Gregory’s College. We are

up’ allows us to see beyond

and Mr David Gray received

blessed to have 14 Brothers in

these things to see the real

awards for 25 years of Marist

residence at the College.

picture of St Gregory’s!

education service, with Mrs

These wonderful men have

Sharon Mulholland completing

given their livesto God and

40 years of service to Marist

their work as Marist Brothers

education – all at St Gregory’s

over many, many years have

College! A mighty effort! It was

positively influenced so many

wonderful to witness our staff

young people. I thank Brother

members receiving their

Bryan as our Marist Brothers

awards and to know the

Community Leader for his

amazing contributions they

outstanding work, and for the

have made both individually

simplicity of action of the

and collectively, and how their

Brothers and their deep love of

service has impacted this

Mary and God.

of

and

and

and Mrs Lucy

completion

reporting

12,

necessary

THE FEAST OF ST
MARCELLIN CHAMPAGNAT Last week we held two
important events at the College
to celebrate the Feast of St
Marcellin Champagnat, the
founder of the Marist Brothers.
On Friday 4 June, the College
community came together as a
whole to celebrate a most

College and other Marist
schools so positively.

I sincerely thank our Director of
Mission, Mrs Cathie Clarke for

The

Champagnat

Awards

her

amazing

skills

and

(Certificates & Medallions) for

expertise in pulling together

2021 were bestowed on our

our outstanding Champagnat

Feast Day Mass. Mrs Clarke

to participate in a Marist

its

value.

Yet

his

deep

together with her team of

Pilgrimage to France, the

dedication to local needs did

committed staff and students,

homeland of St Marcellin.

not prevent him from having an

our amazing Music team and

Along with colleagues from

authentic sense of being sent,

students, our outstanding IT

fellow Marist schools across

of being a missionary.

team, and of course Father

Australia, I was very fortunate

Ferdinand brought together

to delve deep into the life and

Marcellin became known as a

our beautiful Mass which was

times of St Marcellin, visiting

"worker priest". His project of

celebrated by over 1500 from

the many places where his

building of the Hermitage led

the St Gregory’s family.

vision was brought to fruition.

to criticism for his directing,
and actually doing, manual

On Thursday 3 June, our Years

Whilst on this Pilgrimage, we

labour. He did not flinch. His

7-12 College enjoyed a rather

had the opportunity to learn

financial situation and his

wet

Day

about Marcellin’s life through

wanting to "teach by example",

Carnival.’ Despite the constant

the eyes of some wonderful

which sums up the values that

rain, it was a great morning of

Australian Marist Brothers –

he embodied, impelled him

activities and it was so pleasing

Brother Michael Green, Brother

forward. Hard work was a

to see the students enjoying

Peter Rodney and Brother

distinguishing mark of his

the festivities and joining in the

Neville Solomon.

undertaking. It was a value that

‘Champagnat

events so well organised on the

would be lived out in his

day. Congratulations to our

It was in their storytelling that

religious congregation and one

Marist Solidarity Coordinator,

Marcellin’s life became real for

that would be passed on in its

Miss Emma Kent and her

me. Two particular stories stick

education of children and

dedicated team of helpers, and

out in my mind. These stories

youth.

our staff for bringing together a

have greatly influenced the way

great day of activities to

I teach and lead. They are at

Marcellin’s

celebrate St Marcellin. This is

the heart of my very being.

education was rooted in his

why I love the St Gregory’s

approach

to

spirituality. His love for Jesus

community – we possess an

Because

amazing spirit, and everyone

background, Marcellin easily

teaching

pitches in to make things work

identified with farmers and

contribution was a view of life

so seamlessly!

animal breeders. Being close to

and of people based on his

the land enables one to be

religious

In my Principal’s Address at the

more "down to earth". His

profound common sense and a

Feast

Marcellin

business sense developed in

way of coming up with

Champagnat’s Mass on Friday

this environment. He began

practical

4 June, I noted the following,

working at an early age, and so

various situations that he

“In 2009 I had the opportunity

was better able to appreciate

faced. The letter Marcellin

of

St

of

his

family

and Mary was the source of his
methods.

His

convictions,

solutions

to

a

the

wrote Brother Bartholomew in

As educators and students, we

demonstrate these qualities on

1830 is a valuable document in

are

a regular basis.

that it provides us with an

Marcellin as our role model. A

insight into his approach and

man of simplicity, with vision, a

We need to keep in mind that

his

commitment

achieve

respect is not the same as

Brother and close associate,

through hard work, but a heart

obedience. If our students /

Bartholomew: I know you have

filled with love and gratitude.

your children respect you, they

personality:

My

dear

blessed

to

to

have

St

many students: that means that

will obey because they know

there will be many imitators of

you want what's best for them.

your virtues, because when
they see you they will follow

The best way for us to teach

your example and cannot help

respect to our students is to

but be good. How very
important is the work you do!
Tell your children that Jesus
and Mary love them each very
much: the good ones because
they are like Jesus, who is
infinitely good; those who are
not yet as good - because they
will be someday; that the most
holy Virgin loves them as well
because she is the mother of
all the children in our schools.
Tell them too that I love them
very much; that I never go to
the altar without thinking about
you

and

your

beloved

students.
These

two

“Values such as respect are the
seeds from which all behaviour
grows.” This quote drives our
agenda to ensure our College
is ‘value centred and respect is
threefold – respect for self;
respect for others; and respect
for our place / our College.

stories

about

Marcellin sum up for me the
sense of strong mind and
gentle heart that we espouse
to you as our students on a
daily basis.

RESPECT - Continually I try to
impress upon the students the
importance of respect and the
notion
of
emotional
intelligence. I do this because I
strongly believe that one of the
most important things we can
teach our students is respect
and managing their emotions.

who

compassion,
responsibility,

demonstrate
respect,
perseverance,

initiative, and integrity have
parents/mentors

experiences

respect,

they

know what it feels like and
begin to understand how
important it is.
Respect is a valued attitude.
Being

respectful

helps

a

student succeed in life. If
students don't have respect for
peers, authority, or themselves,
it's almost impossible for them
to succeed.
Research shows parents have
the most influence on how
respectful children become.
Until children show respect at
home, it's unlikely they will

Research clearly shows that
students

show respect. When a student

who

show it anywhere else.
How can you show respect to
your child?
Be honest - If you do
something wrong, admit

it and apologise.

respect is one of the

great deal about the journey

Don't

most important forms of

we are on in relation to

embarrass, insult or make

respect. Once we respect

educating young people. We all

fun

ourselves, it is easier to

know that every student can

respect others.

learn, and this is the premise

Be

positive
of

-

your

child.

Compliment them.
Be trusting - Let your

that we should work from every

child make choices and

Your opinion means a lot to

day. As parents and carers, you

take responsibility.

your child. If you believe your

make

Be fair - Listen to your

child can succeed, they will

contribution as the ‘first and

child's side of the story

believe they can as well.

foremost’ educators of your

before

reaching

a

an

enormous

child, and we as a College, play

conclusion.

Build their independence. Give

a very important role in

Be polite - Use "please"

them responsibilities as soon

unlocking learning and making

and "thank you".

as they can handle them.

learning accessible for all

Be

reliable

promises.

-

Keep

Show

students. The part I like about

your

Help them set and achieve

the following reading is that it

child that you mean what

goals. Their self-respect will

identifies what students need

you say.

skyrocket

to do – their part in this

Be a good listener - Give

themselves achieving those

your

goals.

child

your

full

when

they

see

attention.
Encourage honesty. Let your
Children learn from everything

child know that they may be

we say and do. Make sure that

able to fool some people, but

you are modelling respectful

they can't fool themselves.

behaviour. Some of the things

There is no pride in stealing,

you can do are:

cheating, or lying.

Obey & follow rules.

Most importantly, show love!

Be caring - Show concern

Say, 'I love you’ often and give

for people, animals and

plenty of hugs and kisses. If

the environment.

your child makes a mistake,

Avoid poor role models -

remind them that they are still

When you see examples

loved.

of disrespect, discuss
them.
Teach

your

child

to

respect themselves. Self-

GOOD LEARNERS - At the end
of Term 2, I thought the
following reading summed up a

partnership.
“I’ve seen lots of lists
that

identify

the

characteristics of good
teachers. They’re great
reminders of what we
should aspire to be as
teachers. I haven’t seen
many

corresponding

lists that identify the
characteristics of good
learners. I decided to
put one together and
invite your input. This
could be a list for our
students or anybody
who aspires to learn
well.

1. Good

learners are
curious – They wonder
about all sorts of things,
often about things way
beyond their areas of
expertise. They love the
discovery part of learning.
Finding
out
about
something they didn’t
know satisfies them for
the moment, but their
curiosity is addictive.

2. Good learners pursue

understanding diligently
– A few things may come
easily to learners but
most knowledge arrives
after effort, and good
learners are willing to put
in the time. They search
out
information—
sometimes aspiring to
find out everything that is
known about something.
They read, analyze, and
evaluate the information
they’ve found. They talk

with others, read more,

success comes quickly

study more, and carry

and without failure. In the

around what they don’t

presence of repeated

understand;

thinking

failure

and

seeming

about it before they go to

futility,

good

learners

sleep, at the gym, on the

carry on, confident that

way

and

they’ll figure it out. When

sometimes when they

faced with a motor that

should be listening to

resists repair, my live-in

others. Good learners are

mechanic announces he

persistent. They don’t

has yet to meet a motor

give up easily.

that

to

work,

can’t

be

fixed.

Sometimes it ends up
3. Good learners recognize

looking like a grudge

that a lot of learning isn’t
fun – That doesn’t
change how much they
love learning. When
understanding
finally
comes, when they get it,
when all the pieces fit
together, that is one
special thrill. But the
journey to understanding
generally isn’t all that
exciting. Some learning
tasks require repetition;
others
mind-numbing
attention to detail; still
others periods of intense
mental focus.

match, man against the

4. Failure frightens good

learners, but they know
it’s beneficial – It’s a part
of learning that offers
special opportunities that
aren’t
there
when

machine, with the man
undeterred by how many
different fixes don’t work.
He’s

frustrated

but

determined to find the
one that will, all the while
learning from those that
don’t.
5. Good

learners make
knowledge their own –
This is about making the
new knowledge fit with
what the learner already
knows, not making it
mean whatever the
learner wants. Good
learners change their
knowledge structures in
order to accommodate
what they are learning.
They use the new
knowledge to tear down

what’s
constructed,

to

poorly

Unless it’s passed on,

finish

knowledge is lost. Good

what’s only partially built,

learners

and

new

committed to sharing

additions. In the process,

with others what they’ve

they build a bigger and

learned. They write about

better

knowledge

it, and talk about it. Good

structure. It’s not enough

learners can explain what

to just take in new

they know in ways that

knowledge. It has to

make sense to others.

make sense, to connect

They aren’t trapped by

in meaningful ways with

specialized

language.

what the learner already

They

translate,

knows.

paraphrase,

to

create

are

teachers

can

and

find

examples that make what
6. Good learners never run

they know meaningful to

out of questions –
There’s always more to
know. Good learners are
never satisfied with how
much they know about
anything. They are pulled
around by questions—the
ones they still can’t
answer, or can only
answer part way, or the
ones without very good
answers.
Those
questions follow them
around like day follows
night with the answer
bringing daylight but the
next question revealing
the darkness.

other learners. They are

7. Good learners share

what they’ve learned –
Knowledge is inert.

connected

to

the

knowledge passed on to
them and committed to
leaving

what

they’ve

learned with others.
Good teachers model this kind
of learning for their students,
which makes me believe that
“good learner” belongs on
those lists of good teacher
characteristics.

This article was featured in
Faculty Focus and was
written by Maryellen Weimer,
PhD. It has been reprinted
here with permission.

ATTENDANCE - Student
absenteeism continues to be
an ongoing issue at the
College. During the Term 2
Parent Forums, I have been
speaking with the parents
about student attendance and
absenteeism at the College. I
have been stating that I am
receiving too many requests for
student leave during term time.
Many of these requests are for
holidays, trips, family visits, etc.
Please be aware that the
College does not endorse
periods of leave for holidays
during school terms. Each year,
students at St Gregory’s
College receive up to fourteen
weeks of holiday leave. Any
disruptions to learning should
be avoided. Only leave periods
for
illness,
exceptional
circumstances
and
emergencies are endorsed as
authorised leave.
When a student is absent from
school, they miss out on
learning – more than 5 hours
for each day of absence! The
provision of new content and
the consolidation of critical

learning takes place every day.

culminates with the semi-

Congratulations to our

Days of absence for holidays

finals and finals over the

Year 7 – 12 Debating

outside of the scheduled

following weeks.

teams on their debating

holiday leave periods are days

Congratulations to our

season. We are blessed

lost to important learning. We

ISA Rugby teams and

to have a strong debating

don’t

their coaches for their

program. Well done to the

Round 1 and Round 2

boys, the coaches and of

games against Kinross

course

This year, St Gregory’s College

Wolaroi College and St

Coordinators, Mrs Maria

is aiming for a 95% attendance

Stanislaus’ College. We

Santos and Ms Lydia

rate per student per year (a

are playing some great

Khoury.

maximum of 8 days of absence

Rugby

Congratulations

per student). Please support

particularly pleasing to

thanks to the College

the College and your child with

watch our boys learn and

Musical team at both St

their learning in attaining this

improve in their gameplay

Patrick’s College and St

attendance rate.

every

Our

Gregory’s College. I had

sportsmanship and our

the privilege of attending

tenacity are outstanding

the show and I was so

every week – this is a real

proud of the team that

highlight. Thanks to the

made

many parents who come

alive in the St Patrick’s

along and support their

College

sons and the College

students involved from St

teams.

Gregory’s College and St

Congratulations to our

Patrick’s College were an

very

MCS

absolute credit to their

Cross Country team and

families and to each of

Congratulations to our

CCC Cross Country team

their schools. It was

Junior

representatives on their

tremendous to see the

teams and our Knockout

performances

enjoyment

Rugby League team on

recent

championships.

students were having by

their successes. Some

We came away from

way of their involvement. I

wonderful talent in our

these days with a number

sincerely thank all the

Junior School.

of age champions, and a

students, parents and

Congratulations to our

number of our boys have

staff members who were

MCS Rugby League and

been selected for the

significant contributors to

Football teams for their

upcoming All Schools

ensuring this production

successful season which

Championships.

was an amazing success.

get

these

valuable

learning days back.

CONGRATULATIONS - We all
know so many great things
happen at St Gregory’s and all
these activities help to grow
the culture of our great
College! Thank you to all staff
and students involved – and
to the parents for supporting
your child!

School

IPSSO

and

it

week.

successful

at

is

the

our

Debating

‘Xanadu’
Hall.

that

and

come
The

the

TERM DATES – 2022
To assist families with planning
for next year, the following draft
2022 Term Dates for St
Gregory’s
College
Campbelltown have been
established: Term 1 – 2022
(Students) – Monday 31
January to Friday 8 April
(10-week term)
Please note: New Year 7 – Year
11 Boarding Students arrive @
11am on Sunday 30 January;
and Returning Boarding
students (Year 8 – Year 12)
arrive at 2pm on Sunday 30
January.
Term 2 – 2022
(Students) – Tuesday 26
April to Friday 24 June (9week term)
Term 3 – 2022
(Students) - Monday 18
July to Friday 23
September (10-week
term)
Term 4 – 2022 Students)
– Monday 10 October to
Wednesday 7 December
(9-week term)
Note 1: Public Holiday –
Wednesday 26 January 2022.

Note 2: Easter Period –
Good Friday – 15 April 2022 –
Easter Monday – 18 April 2022.
Note 3: Student Free Days
(Term 1) – Friday 4 March 2022
(Staff Professional
Development Day) & Monday 7
March 2022 (Staff Professional
Development Day).
Note 4: Student Free Days
(Term 2) – Friday 10 June 2022
& Monday 13 June 2022
(Queen’s Birthday Public
Holiday).
Note 5: Student Free Days
(Term 3) – Friday 19 August
2022 (Staff Professional
Development Day) & Monday
22 August 2022 (Staff
Professional Development
Day).
Note 6: Student Free Days
(Term 4) – Friday 4 November
2022 (Staff Professional
Development Day) & Monday 7
November 2022 (Staff
Professional Development
Day).
Note 7: ANZAC Day –
Monday 25 April 2022.
Note 8: Year 12 students
conclude classes on Thursday
22 September 2022. Year 12
Graduation Day – Friday 23
September 2022.
Note 9: Year 7 – 10 students
conclude classes & Semester 2

Exam Block on Friday 2
December 2022.

Note 10: Year 11 students
conclude classes on
Wednesday 7 December 2022.
Note 11: Kindergarten – Year
6 students conclude classes on
Wednesday 7 December 2022.
Note 12: Staff Professional
Learning Days on Thursday 8
December & Friday 9
December 2022.
FINAL THOUGHTS
A reminder that all classes
conclude on Friday 25 June at
3.05pm for our Kindergarten –
Year 12 students. All students
are expected to attend
classes until the end of Term
2. We all need to finish each
term strongly and work in a
sustained fashion until the last
period of the final day of term. I
request that parents / carers
wishing for their son / daughter
to finish the term prior to Friday
25 June write to me in advance
to request leave for your child.
Best wishes for the upcoming
holiday break. I hope you enjoy
some time with your children
over the three-week holiday
break. Travel safely if you are
on the move, rest up if you can,
and we look forward to
welcoming our students back

to the College on Monday 19

I wish you God’s blessings

July for Term 3.

always. May Mary, our Good
Mother,

Saint

Marcellin

Finally, thank you again for your

Champagnat and Saint Gregory

ongoing

continue to guide us and

support,

encouragement, friendship and

inspire us on our journey.

wise counsel. The support you
provide assists me greatly.

Quae Seminaveris Metes –
“You will reap what you sow."

Mr Lee MacMaster
College Principal (K-12)

From the Deputy Principal/Head of
Senior School
Mr Paul Brooks

Staffing

the enrolments of the College
and supporting boarding

At the end of this term we

families and day boys. Daniela

farewell two members of staff

then returned to her role as

who have given outstanding

Personal Assistant to the

service to the community of St

Headmaster until the end of

Gregory’s College over
significant periods of time.

Mrs Daniela Romeo

Daniela commenced her
employment in April 2013 as
the Professional Assistant to
the Headmaster and then took
on the dual roles of
Professional Assistant and
College Registrar from 2015 to
2016. During this period she
dedicated her time to building

2017.
In 2018, Daniela started the
exciting venture of building the
culture of the Junior School
Administration Team in her role
as the Personal Assistant to the
Head of Junior School.
Throughout the ensuing years,
Daniela has been a great asset

to the College as the Junior

of the Junior School by Mrs

remarkably effective,

School has grown. Daniela’s

Sandra Landrigan.

committed and dedicated

attention to detail has ensured
the efficiency in administration,

teacher, colleague and mentor

Mrs Louise Millar

to so many staff and students.

communication and events are
executed in the most

Louise is a remarkable

professional manner

educational leader. She has

possible. Her commitment and

been a wonderfully caring and

dedication to the College has

compassionate colleague to all

not gone unnoticed and we

staff members, a dedicated and

applaud her for her

inspiring teacher and a

tremendously efficient and

Mrs Louise Millar leaves St

commensurate professional in

consistently high standard of

Gregory’s College to take up

all of her dealings and

work.

the position of Director of

interactions with staff, students

Teaching and Learning at

and families. Her passion for

OLMC Parramatta.

education and lifelong learning,

Daniela is a kind-natured,
approachable and professional

her engaging and entertaining

person, alongside being a

Mrs Millar commenced her

presentations to groups of staff,

wonderful colleague and friend

employment at St Gregory’s

students and parents and her

to many. A large part of

College in 2006, working as a

incredibly positive and

Daniela’s role has been in her

Boarding Coordinator for two

enthusiastic approach to

support of others, and we as a

years before moving into the

getting the best out of all

College community are

role of Literacy Support

situations will be among the

certainly fortunate for having

Teacher and Senior English

many fond memories that will

her presence in our

Teacher from 2008 to 2013.

remain after Louise finishes

community.

From 2014 to 2016, Louise held

her time at St Greg’s.

the positions of Coordinator of
We wish Daniela God’s

Professional Learning and

As a College, we sincerely

blessings for the next stage of

Teacher Development and Staff

thank Louise for the

her life and we sincerely thank

Mentoring Facilitator. In 2015

outstanding contribution,

her for the outstanding

she also held the role of

service and commitment that

contributions she has made to

Assistant English Coordinator.

she has consistently displayed

St Gregory’s College over the

In 2017, Louise was appointed

throughout her sixteen years at

last nine years.

to her current position of

St Gregory’s College. We take

Director of Teaching and

this opportunity to extend our

Mrs Romeo will be replaced in

Learning. Throughout all of this

best wishes to Louise as she

her role as the PA to the Head

time and in all of these different

embarks on her new role and

roles, Louise has been a

we wish Louise and her family

Mr Peter Smith commenced at

God’s blessing for the future.

the College in April 2011.
Coming to St Greg’s from a

Mrs Millar has been replaced

management role with a sports

in her position of Director of

equipment company, Peter

Teaching and Learning by Mrs

then joined the Property and

Judith Tolomeo.

Marist Service
Awards
As part of the celebration of the
Mass for the Feast of St
Marcellin Champagnat on
Friday 6 June, a number of
members of staff were
recognised for their service to
Marist education, through their
work over ten, twenty, twentyfive and forty years across
Marist ministries. A brief
citation was read as each of
these staff came forward to
receive a certificate to
acknowledge these
milestones. We sincerely
congratulate and show our
gratitude for the wonderful
service given by each of the
following staff.

Ten Year Service Awards
Mr Brendan O’Flynn

Mr Brendan O’Flynn
commenced teaching at the
College in January 2011. He is
a Technologies teacher
working with great dedication
and commitment to inspire his
students. He leads a fantastic
team of staff as the Leader of
Learning – Technologies. Mr
O’Flynn was also a live-in
boarding supervisor for three
years. Apart from his passion in
his teaching area, Mr O’Flynn is
actively involved in a wide
range of activities beyond the
classroom as a sports coach

Facilities team at St Greg’s. Mr
Smith has made a tremendous
contribution to the great work
of the Facilities Team and his
role is integral to keeping the
College functioning and always
looking fantastic. Peter also
plays a vital role in supporting
the work of the Technologies
department in maintaining and
servicing equipment. Peter is a
gentleman and humble man
and truly deserving of our
recognition.

Mr Edward Stefanski

and he is also an avid
participant in outdoor
education, which makes him
very well suited to another one
of his roles as the Coordinator
of the Duke of Edinburgh
program.

Mr Peter Smith

Mr Edward Stefanski
commenced at the College in
January 2011. Arriving as an
inspired and passionate Old
Boy of St Greg’s, Edward has a
particular passion and love for
the Sciences, including
Agriculture. Mr Stefanski is a
teacher that inspires and

challenges students to always

wonderfully positive mentor to

give of their best. He is also an

students who may stray and

extremely committed and

need to be guided back to the

tireless advocate of the

righteous path of being good

College’s agricultural program,

Christians and virtuous

including being a fantastic

citizens.

Miss Karen Kissick (nee
Vardy)

contributor to the incredibly
successful Show Teams, where
he has devoted a phenomenal

Twenty Year Service Awards
Mr Paul Fox

amount of his own time to
provide wonderfully enriching

Miss Karen Kissick (nee Vardy)

experiences for a wide range of

was first employed at St

students.

Gregory’s College on 27th April
2001 and she recently retired

Mr Baldino Vetrano

from work on 30th April 2021,
after giving just over twenty
Mr Paul Fox has been a

years of extremely dedicated

member of the College’s

service. Miss Kissick was, for

Boarding community, first as

two decades, the College’s

the Boarding Coordinator for

Print Room Manager, as a very

Fingal House and also Live-In

diligent and dedicated

Supervisor since January 2001.

employee and someone who

Mr Baldino Vetrano

Notably, Mr Fox has never

always took great pride in her

commenced at the College in

missed a day of work and

work. She was always

January 2011 as a Languages

throughout the last two

supportive and helpful and

Teacher and he also held the

decades, he has been a

unfailingly committed to

position of Year Leader. For

stalwart for the boarding

helping others. We thank and

three years, he took on the role

program at St Gregory’s

congratulate Karen for her

of Executive Assistant to the

College. Paul has been

outstanding service and we

Deputy Principal, prior to

incredibly generous with his

wish her a happy and fulfilling

moving into the position of

time in giving great service to

retirement.

Pastoral Care Coordinator and

the community, not just in the

then to his current role of

boarding program but also

Director of Students. Mr

being actively involved in sport

Vetrano is well known to all

and other activities, including

members of the College

being the coach of the ISA First

community. He is passionate

Basketball Team for many

about student wellbeing and a

years.

Mr Lee MacMaster

Mr Lee MacMaster

Mrs Lucy Willoughby

Hundreds if not thousands of

commenced as the Principal at

commenced at the College in

students and staff have

St Gregory’s College in 2019.

January 2001 as the College

benefited enormously from the

Prior to St Greg’s, he was the

Receptionist, a position she

incredibly efficient, committed

Principal at St Andrew’s

has held continuously for the

and extremely gracious and

College Redlynch (Cairns) for

last two decades. Over the

humble Mrs Anna Blacklow.

seven years. Before this, his

years, Lucy’s role has

Mrs Blacklow has been the

work in Marist education

encompassed a wide range of

mainstay working behind the

included five years at St

responsibilities within the

scenes without fanfare or

Joseph's College Hunters Hill

broad area of Student Services,

expectation of recognition as

from 2007 to 2011 as the

including student awards. Mrs

an incredibly loyal and

Director of Teaching and

Willoughby has been the very

passionate member of staff. In

Learning and twelve years at

friendly, warm, responsive and

her current role managing the

Trinity College Lismore from

welcoming first point of

College laundry, she has

1995 to 2006 as the Assistant

contact for the thousands of

provided wonderful service and

Principal – Dean of Studies. We

people who have called or

always worked for the

acknowledge Mr MacMaster

visited the College over all of

betterment of the members of

as an incredibly enthusiastic

these years. She is an

this community. It certainly is

and passionate educational

unassuming and humble

not just those in the boarding

leader who gives himself

person, who always strives to

community who should be

selflessly and wholeheartedly

give of her best and make you

highly appreciative of Mrs

to St Greg’s and as someone

feel valued and respected. We

Blacklow as she has gone

who is always present and

commend and thank Mrs

above and beyond to serve all

engaged with all aspects of the

Willoughby for her outstanding

in the community. Having

College community.

work and dedication to making

commenced at the College in

St Greg’s such a welcoming

February 1996, Mrs Blacklow

place.

has more than twenty-five

Mrs Lucy Willoughby

years of continuous service –

Twenty Five Year Service
Awards
Mrs Anna Blacklow

an amazing achievement!

Mr David Gray

extended to Mr Gray as we

working away with great

acknowledge his outstanding

tenacity and an enduring

quarter-century of service.

commitment to her work, never
looking for acknowledgement

Forty Year Service Awards
Mrs Sharon Mulholland

staff who have benefited

29th January 1996, Mr David

directly and indirectly from

Gray is the Leading Hand for

Sharon’s work, but we would

the College Cleaning Team. Mr

like to assure her that this has

Gray is a very humble and

been greatly appreciated.

unassuming man, but he
his work by always ensuring
that the College is spick and
span. David works the late shift
and he would frequently be the
last person on-site and awake,
often here into the early hours
of the morning. Whilst he
rightly gets a little frustrated
when respect isn’t shown for
the work of him and his team,
he doggedly goes about his
duties because he really does
love this place! He is quickwitted and loves a joke, but the
maroon and sky blue runs deep
in his veins, almost as much as
the Myrtle Green and Cardinal
Red of his beloved South
Sydney Rabbitohs! Our sincere
thanks and gratitude are

It would be difficult to calculate
the number of students and

Commencing at St Greg’s on

certainly takes great pride in

and always being very humble.

Above all, her enduring
Mrs Sharon Mulholland

commitment and dedication

commenced her employment

has been first class! We warmly

at the College in 1981, four

congratulate and most

decades ago! Sharon is a very

sincerely thank Mrs Sharon

dedicated and committed staff

Mulholland for her outstanding

member, someone who is

contributions to the St

highly valued and most

Gregory’s College community

definitely very loyal given her

over the past four decades.

continuous commitment to
serving this community. Mrs
Mulholland has worked as a
Laboratory Assistant and
provided outstanding service
and support to the Science
department. In addition, she
has been a valued team
member of the College’s
Support Staff. Although Sharon
would not be well known to
some members of the College
community, she is always there

Mr Paul Brooks
College Deputy
Principal/Head of Senior
School

From the Head of Junior School
Mr Joel Weekes
Dear Members of the St

and witness energized

infamous YouTube clip of a

Gregory’s College Community,

teachers and the enthusiastic

man and a lady getting stuck

learning environments that are

on an escalator and crying out

Welcome to another newsletter

created and maintained in the

for help. Obviously, the notion

and the end of another week at

Junior School. I am so proud of

of getting stuck on an escalator

the Junior School. Things are

what has been achieved at the

is ridiculous because one

moving very quickly towards

College and it fills me with

could always walk to the other

the end of term – but who is

immense pride to know that

end of the escalator.

counting, right?

our students are safe,
supported and challenged in

However, as ridiculous as it

their learning environment

may seem, the clip represents

each day.

the attitude of many people in
society today – they want

The part of my role that I love
the most is the opportunity to
walk into our 14 classrooms

The Learning Escalator
A few years back I spoke to the
parent community about the
Learning Escalator. Some of
you may have seen an

everything handed to them and
are not prepared to do the hard
work to reap the benefits. The
same can be true of our
students. It is easy for them to

slip into the habit of allowing

Lawn and it was wonderful to

the teacher to drive the

The PYP encourages students

see so many guests turn up for

learning whilst they focus on

to become life-long learners

this event. This will continue to

doing.

who ask good questions, find

be a regular item on our events

answers and seek to take

calendar and another

action in their learning. The

opportunity for us to build upon

program highlights the skills

the wonderful community that

required to be successful

we have at St Greg’s.

learners and uses the concepts
One of the big driving forces

to drive the students thinking

Thank you to all the families

behind taking on the PYP

to a deeper, more sophisticated

who took the time to join us

(Primary Years Programme) in

level.

and especially those who had a

Junior School, was to ensure

friend or two come and sit with

students are developing

In a rapidly changing world, our

abilities and learning habits

ultimate goal at St Gregory’s

that allow them to be curious

College is to provide students

and skilful learners and able to

with the ability to learn what

succeed in familiar and

they need to in whatever

unfamiliar situations.

circumstances they may find

them for lunch on the day!

themselves.
This does not downplay the
importance of the basics.
Rather, it acknowledges their
importance whilst focusing on
the higher, more meaningful
goal – deep learning. Our ANTS
Program, explicit numeracy
agenda and focusing on the
essential learning experiences
are aided by this philosophy.
The International
Baccalaureate’s Primary Years
Programme (PYP) is the perfect
framework to facilitate this type

Lunch on the Lawn
One of the toughest things for
schools in 2020 was not having
the regular community events
taking place that bind our
community. So, having events
back on-site this year has given
many parents the opportunity
to see what is happening in the
College and form important
relationships, not only with
teachers and staff but also with
other members of our
extended community.

of learning and to avoid

The New Play Spaces
It is with great excitement that I
share with you the new
playground equipment here at
the Junior School. I am sure
some of you may have seen the
equipment through your recent
visits or heard the students
share their excitement now
that it is open for their
enjoyment.
The children have been having

students getting stuck on the

Two weeks ago, we held our

a great time on the slides,

‘learning escalator’.

Junior School Lunch on the

located near OOSH and the

activity centres located in front
of and behind the Library.
Below are some photos giving
you a snapshot of the new
equipment.

The Cookbook . . . our
cookbook is underway, to
secure your page with a recipe
and photo (optional) into our
book, email this through by
Friday 25 June. Happy cooking!

As our St Gregory’s College
motto states, ‘You will reap
what you sow’.

Joel Weekes
Head of Junior School

From the Director of Mission
Mrs Cathie Clarke
On

Friday

we

The recipients of the
Champagnat Certificates

celebrated

Eucharist in recognition of the
feast

of

Saint

Champagnat.

Marcellin
The

day

Kindergarten – MaKenzie

recognises the connection we

O’Brien

have here at Saint Gregory’s, to

Year 2 – Patrick Ursino

the global Marist family. Saint

Year 3 – Evie Simpson

Marcellin

Year 4 – Lucas Spragg

started

primary

schools in the country areas of

During

France over 200 years ago to

recognised the 2021 recipients

give an education to children

of the Champagnat certificates

who would not normally have

and Medallions. These men

received

opportunity.

and women fit the criteria of

Max Anastasio

Today there are Marist schools

strong mind and gentle heart.

Connor McGettigan

and other ministries in over 80

Congratulations to;

Justin Susnjara

that

countries around the world.

the

Mass,

we

Year 5 – Lucy Stewart

Year 7

Mitchell Williams

Year 8

Alexander Sheedy, Year 1

together in the temple, they

Daniel Poonattu, Year 6

broke bread at home and ate

Riley Clifton

William Carter, Year 7

their food with glad and

William Degeling

Andrew Nothdurfter, Year

generous hearts, praising God

Hunter Elson

8

and having the goodwill of all

Sebastian Sia

Travis Martin, Year 9

the people.

Jack Noy, Year 10

Year 9

Lucas Bucca, Year 11

This is how we as a Marist

Joshua Newell, Year 12

family should be today and we

William Hackett

Mr Edward Stefanski,

recognise the power of the

Samuel Labbozzetta

Community Award

Spirit which enables us to

Dominic Neville

continue this work. Allow me to

Sean Stevenson

share a little of the reflection
which was prepared for the

Year 10

Mass:
When I was little I used

Toby Drinnan

to believe that

Adam Fordham

dandelions were magic.

Macs Rubain

You had to make a wish,

Samuel Smith

blow the dandelion and
it was supposed to

Year 11
During our celebration of
Lucas Braithwaite

Eucharist, during the Liturgy of

Liam Croker

the Word, we heard a reading

Thomas Fletcher

from the Acts of the Apostles

Andrew Parkin

describing the early Christians,
the first disciples of Jesus:

Year 12

“They went to the room
upstairs where they were

Joshua Berhardt

staying, devoting themselves to

Zachary Braithwaite

prayer. All who believed were

Lachlan McGufficke

together and had all things in

Bayley Suters

common; they would sell their
possessions and goods and

The recipients of
Champagnat Medallions

distribute the proceeds to all,
as any had need. Day by day,
as they spent much time

make your wish come
true.
As we reflect today on
our theme of Breathe
the Spirit of life today, I
am drawn to the
dandelion. While I don‘t
believe in the magic,
As we reflect today on
our theme of Breathe
the Spirit of life today, I
am drawn to the
dandelion. When the
wind blows a dandelion,
100s of little seeds
attached to tiny

parachutes are spread

too was inspired by the

generations. We

for miles and miles,

power of the Holy Spirit

teachers and staff at St

each one resulting in a

and his story can be

Gregory’s have also

new flower.

compared to the magic

been reached by the

of the dandelion. The

breath of Marcellin via

The average person

message of Christ

our Brothers, Brother

takes 20000 breaths a

reached Marcellin in

Bryan, Brother Ernest,

day, nourishing our

France and he realised

Brother Paul. Because

physical bodies each

the need for young

of them, we are Marist,

time we breathe in. We

people to be educated

educating about Jesus

instinctively then

in literacy and

in the Marist way.

breathe out… about 6

numeracy and

litres of air every

citizenship, but also

As we breathe out, this

minute. How far then

about their faith. When

spirit will fall on you, our

does our breath go? As

he breathed out, the

students, the next

well as breathing in in

Gospel message of

generation. Your

the physical sense, we

family, work and

responsibility is to take

also breathe in the

service, simplicity and

the message of God to

spiritual sense. We

humility was clear and

the world. Be men and

breathe in the Spirit of

it spread from his little

women of strong mind

life and we breathe out

village of La Valla

and gentle heart. Know

the message of that

across France. He

Jesus and live in the

Spirit. And

began the Little

way of Mary with

metaphorically, of

Brothers of Mary and it

gentleness, humility

course, how many

spread across Europe

and modesty.

communities can be

and then through

affected by that

generations of Marist

In the Gospel, Matthew

breathing out if we

Brothers, landing here

tells the story of Jesus

think of it like to 100s of

in Australia in 1872.

calling his disciples and

little parachutes leaving

all of us to be childlike.

the dandelion and

The Brothers in

‘Truly I tell you’, Jesus

spreading for miles and

Australia continued the

said, ‘that unless you

miles.

work and our Brothers

change and become

here today are doing

like children, you will

There are two symbols

the same, breathing in

never enter the

used to explain the

the fire of the Spirit and

Kingdom of Heaven.’

work of the Holy Spirit –

breathing out to inspire

This does not mean

wind and fire. Marcellin

young people through

childish, but humble:

‘whoever becomes

as Marcellin was and as

much in what you say

humble like a child is

his Brothers have

but in what you do and

the greatest in the

shown us. Breathe in

who you are. And make

kingdom of heaven.’

the fire of the Holy

a wish. Who knows!

Spirit and breathe out

Magic might just

So, whenever you see a

the breath of life, the

happen.

dandelion, be childlike,

Gospel story, not so

From the Director of Students
Mr Baldino Vetrano
Dear College Community,

As the Years 7 - 10 students
finish their exams, it was

It has been a very busy time

amazing to witness how

around the College, many

focused and committed they

wonderful things have been

were in attempting to complete

happening behind the scenes

their exams to the best of their

and I hope to capture these

ability. With the pressure of

moments through this

exams now out of the way, the

newsletter article.

young men are now focusing
on finishing off the term on a
very positive note.

Champagnat Day 2021
This year’s Champagnat Day
was met with a lot of
enthusiasm! Unfortunately, the
weather was not on our side,
the cold and wet morning did
not help, but the young men of
St Greg’s persevered through a
cold winter’s morning. Many of
the students enjoyed the

carnival rides and events

guard of honour outside the

offered on the day, not to

chapel and sang the Sub Tuum.

mention all the food items

It was certainly a fitting way of

available.

supporting the funeral
procession out of the College
grounds.

Champagnat Mass on Friday
was also a wonderful event; for
Kindergarten, it was their first
College Mass. Many of our
students from Kindergarten to
Year 12 were acknowledged
with special awards and
recommendations!
The singing at Mass returned
at full volume, for many of our
younger students, it was the
first time they experienced
such an event.

Brother Paul Gallagher
Funeral
I would like to commend our
Year 11 cohort on the way they
conducted themselves with
respect and reverence during
Brother Paul Gallagher’s
funeral. Students formed a

Student Welfare - Vaping
A few weeks ago, the College
Leadership Team and our Year
7 Leader, Mr Mitchell O’Brien,
met with parents at the Parent
Forum to present on Vaping
and E-cigarettes. The
presentation gave parents a
detailed understanding of what
vapes are and how they work.
In particular, the College
detailed current trends and
statics associated with vaping.
For further support please refer
to the article below:

College Merit System Update
As we head towards the end of
Term 2, I would like to
congratulate all students on
their ongoing achievements.
A special congratulations to
Justin Susnjara (Year 7) who
leads the College this year with

105 points. This is an amazing
achievement! Well done.

Best wishes,

Mr Baldino Vetrano
Director of Students

From the Director of Studies
Mr Riccardo Bombardiere

Upcoming Events
The next few weeks will be a
busy time at the College with
the following academic events:
Weeks 8 – 9 Stage 6 VET Work
Placements
Week 9

Year 10 – 12 HSC

Minimum
Standards Testing
Week 10 Year 12 Retreat and
Trial HSC Prep
Week 10 Year 7 – 10 Reports
Uploaded to
Sentral

Holidays Work Experience
Program
Holidays HSC Holiday
Revision Courses
Weeks 2 – 3 HSC Trial
Examinations
Week 2 Stage 6 Course
Selection
Evening & Expo. (Year 10)

HSC Minimum Standards
Testing
Date: Friday 18 June
Students in Years 10 – 12 who
have not yet met HSC
Minimum Standards will have
another chance to complete
testing. Students will attend a
practice session on
Wednesday during Year
Meeting time and will complete
the testing on Friday PC time.
Students in Years 10 – 12 can
download their HSC Minimum
Standards certificates and

results at any time by going to

term. The Sentral Parent Portal

NESA Students Online.

enables parents, carers and
students to access their

Year 12 Retreat and HSC
Trials Preparation
Dates: Monday 21 June –
Friday 25 June
The Year 12 Retreat is one of
those pivotal moments in our
students’ journey through
school. Usually, the event takes
place in Term 4 but, like many
of the events in our lives over
the last few years, it has been
moved to Week 10 of Term 2.
Students will either attend the
Retreat from Monday to
Wednesday or from
Wednesday to Friday.
For the other two days in Week
10, our Year 12 students will
engage in an HSC Trials
Preparation course. This
course is designed to give
students time to finalise their
notes and practice for their
tests. There will be a range of
lectures and events designed
to assist boys in their
preparation for the HSC Trial
Exams.

Year 7 – 10 Reports Published
Date: Friday 25 June
Semester 1 Reports for Year 7 –
10 students will be published
to Sentral at the end of the

current reports as well as all
previous reports via PDF.

Work Experience
Program

During the school holidays,
teachers in a number of HSC
courses will offer revision
workshops for our boys as they
prepare for their HSC. This
holiday period is always a busy
time for the completion of
major works projects.

Date: Term 2 Holidays
Over the three weeks of the
Term 2 Holidays, 80 boys from
Year 10 – 12 will be involved in
our new Work Experience
Program.
This program is an invaluable
chance for boys to experience
a week at a specific work
venue of their choice. Thank
you to our Parent and School
Community who have been
incredibly generous in offering
places for our boys at their
businesses and places of work.
For more information, see the
Careers section of this
Newsletter.
HSC Holiday Revision
Courses
Date: Term 2 Holidays

HSC Trial Examinations
Date: Monday 26 July –
Monday 9 August
Students in Year 12 will
complete their HSC Trial
Examinations in Weeks 2 – 4 of
Term 3. This is the last
assessment for most Year 12
courses and represents an
important opportunity for our
students to demonstrate their
skills in knowledge for their
HSC Internal Assessment Mark
that is forwarded to NESA.
Students can access their
timetable on Skyblue.
Stage 6 Course Selection
Evening and Expo.
Date: Wednesday 28 July
(6.30pm)
Our Stage 6 Course Selection
Evening and Expo will be held
on Wednesday 28 July

Study Skills tip

beginning at 6.30pm. This is an
important event for all Year 10
students as it is the next step in
their discernment about their
future directions in Year 11 and
Year 12.
On the evening, students will
find out more about the
courses on offer in Stage 6,
they will receive their Course
Selection Handbook and they
will have the opportunity to
speak to teachers about their
future school and career
directions.

Year 12 Half-Yearly
Awards

Congratulations to the
following students on their
achievements during the first
half of HSC courses:

Mr Riccardo Bombadiere
Director of Studies

From the Director of Boarding
Mr Luke Morrissey
It was fantastic to spend time

with, many prospective

out in the community last week

A massive thank you to the

parents. We look forward to

throughout NSW. Prateek

Villata (Class of 2017) and

building fruitful relationships

Kripal and I embarked on a

Carroll Families (current) for;

with families from these

road trip, travelling to towns in

hosting us, arranging dinners

regions and hopefully joining

NSW; firstly heading to Cooma,

and putting a roof over our

this wonderful College in the

where we were joined by Lee

heads and to Chris Kelly for

future.

and Sue MacMaster, the onto

assisting at the Wagga expo.

Griffith and Wagga Wagga for
Boarding Expo’s and our Past,

A big shout out to Lachlan

Present and Future Families

McGufficke (Year 12) and

events.

Joshua Platts (Year 11) for

Paul Fox - Marist Service
Award

representing the College and
Thank you to the following

Boarding at the Cooma dinner.

families for spending time with

The Boarding School Expos

us: McGufficke, Platts, Haylock,

tour was a wonderful

Rogers, Dixon, Quodling,

experience. It allowed and

Villata, Star, Shelton, Salvestro,

Prateek and myself the

A massive congratulations to

Carroll, Stimson and Kelly.

opportunity to meet and speak

Paul Fox for his

acknowledgement on

work and throughout

boys will return to the College

Champagnat day for 20 years

the last two decades,

on Sunday, July 18. Any issues

of service to the College. Paul
is an integral part of our
boarding community, greatly
admired and respected by staff,
students and parents. Thank
you for what you do for our
community Foxy!

he has been a stalwart

in relation to travel please

for the boarding

contact me via phone or email.

program at St Gregory’s
College. Paul has been
incredibly generous
with his time in giving
great service to the
community, not just in

Here is a snippet of what was

the boarding program

said about Paul at the

but also being actively

Champagnat Mass;

involved in sport and
other activities,

Mr Paul Fox has been a
member of the
College’s Boarding
community, first as the

including being the

NSW CCC Success
Congratulations to Charlie
Guymer (Year 11 - Temora) for
his selection in the NSW
Combined Catholic College
Opens Rugby League team to
compete at the Australian
Schoolboys Championship.
Good luck Charlie! The College
is behind you.

coach of the ISA First
Basketball Team for

Kind regards,

many years.

Boarding Coordinator
for Fingal House and
also Live-In Supervisor
since January 2001.
Notably, Mr Fox has
never missed a day of

End of Term and Term 3
commencement
A reminder that Term 2
concludes on Friday, June 25
as a Boarders' travel day. The

Mr Luke Morrissey
Director of Boarding

Senior School Sport
Mr Jamie Cook
SPORT REPORT - TERM 2
Week 8
College sport has not had a
good run over the past few
weeks, with several
interruptions to our scheduled
games of football and rugby
league. As we roll into the
Semi-finals and Grand finals for
both codes, I remind all staff
and students of the College,
expectations on and off the
field.

A special shout-out to the

Five St Gregory’s students

students who stay and support

recently competed at the NSW

our MCS teams on Thursday

All Schools Swimming

afternoons. Loud, proud and

Championships held at

supportive Greg’s boys can be

Homebush. Our Junior relay

seen on the College hill,

team comprising of Jaxson

encouraging their mates as

Smith, Phinnean Bracken,

they give their all. I encourage

Andrew Nothdurfter and Riley

all students to lend a hand in

Parrish, pushed hard but came

this movement as we conclude

in 5th place in the 200m relay

our Winter seasons.

and 4th in the 200m medley
relay.

Round 2 of the Australian
Schoolboy Cup will be played

It is so important we compete

at Kirkham Oval in Camden on

at the highest level and then be

Thursday 10 June at 1.00pm.

able to walk away knowing we

Due to the timing of the event,

gave our best and be

Year 11 and 12 students will be

gentlemen after the game. To

provided with the opportunity

be leaders on and off the field,

to be spectators at the game,

Jaxson Smith had a night to

will ensure the College is seen

provided they don’t have other

remember as he won GOLD in

as a leading light of

College representative

the 50m Butterfly and 100m

participating schools in the

commitments.

Freestyle events and won

MCS competition.

SILVER in the 50m freestyle

NSW All Schools Swimming
Championships

and 100m Butterfly events. A
sensational effort by Jaxson!

NSW CCC Cross Country
Thirteen of the College’s best
runners MCS at the CCC Cross
Country at Eastern Creek on
Tuesday 8 June. Our 6:30 am
start allowed us to witness the
most glorious colours in the
sky as the sun rose on a busy
morning on the roads.
Our students and the MCS
team, had an extremely
successful day – again bringing
home a good number of
individual and team medals in a
very tough event.
A ‘Top 10’ finish earns a runner
the privilege of progressing to
represent NSWCCC at the All
Schools Carnival in July. We are
fortunate to have four St Greg’s
students (plus two reserves for
finishing 11th or 12th) who
achieved this.

2021 CCC Cross Country
Results

12 Years – 3 km
Cooper Clugston = Gold
Medal and CCC team
MCS team = 1st place

Declan Price = 29th place

the best that St Greg’s has to

MCS team = 3rd place

offer in Tennis.
Throughout the day, the boys
played at least 36 games of

13 Years – 3 km
Ethan Matthews = 12th place
and CCC team Reserve
Max Anastasio = 15th place
MCS team = 2nd place
14 Years - 4 km
Archie Nott = Gold Medal and
CCC team
Lucas Grima = 24th place
MCS team = 2nd place
15 Years - 4 km
Liam Walsh = 43rd place
MCS team = 4th place
16 Years - 4 km
Joel Offord = Gold Medal and
CCC team
Cooper West = 29th place
Valentino Romanelli =
46th place
MCS team = 3rd place
17 Years – 4 km
Lucas Bucca = 8th place and
CCC team
Blake Ciscato = 11th place
and CCC team reserve
Jack Carey = 13th place
MCS team = 1st place

Congratulations to all these

tennis each & showed great

boys on their achievements.

determination which saw them

Our boys were again

through to the Bronze Medal

outstanding in their attitude,

Match against St Patrick’s

involvement and

College Sutherland. These

sportsmanship they showed.

were incredibly close matches
where we went down 30 sets to

Thanks to Mr Malone and Mr
Serone for assisting with the
team and, on the course today.

I would like to congratulate all
the students involved for their

Coach
Mrs Julie Sligar

efforts and a special thanks to
Mr Stokes & Ms Parsons for
their contribution.

NSWCCC Teams Tennis
Championships
On Sunday the 30 May, the St
Greg’s CCC Tennis team
travelled to Bathurst to
compete in one of the biggest
school tennis competitions of
the year. The team comprised
of Joshua Brockwell, Declan
Byrum, Hayden Ciguenza, John
McDonald & Montell Muiruri.

Ms Rachael Keith

(L – R) – Hayden Ciguenza,
Joshua Brockwell, John
McDonald, Montell Muiruri,
Declan Byrum

The tournament started at
7.30am on Monday and the
students had to endure the -4
degree temperatures & icy
surfaces. All boys played

Opens – 6 km

37.

incredibly well & showcased

ISA Cross Country Report
New to the College this year is
the ISA Swimming and CrossCountry Championships. As we

participate in ISA competitions

Blake Ciscato - Bronze -

cheering and congratulating

on Saturdays, a prerequisite of

Opens

each other throughout the day.

participating is that we must

It was a pleasure to spend the

participate in two major

day with this group of fine

carnivals. The College has

young men.

decided to participate in ISA

Mrs Julie Sligar

Swimming and Cross-Country
this year. Please see the ISA
Cross Country Championship
report on behalf of Mrs Sligar.
We had the most glorious
weather today for the ISA
Cross Country at the
International Equestrian Centre
at Horsley Park.
The first race of the day was
the 12 Years which produced
an exciting start to the day with
Cooper Clugston as the first
competitor of the day to enter
the arena and cross the finish
line. This was a memorable
moment for our first ISA Cross
Country Carnival and a big
statement that St Greg’s had
come to compete!
Our medallists today were:
Cooper Clugson – Gold –
12 Years
Archie Nott - Gold - 14
Years
Ethan Matthews – Silver –
13 Years
Joel Offord - Silver - 16
Years

A massive team effort saw us
secure exciting results in a very
competitive event:
Junior team- 3rd place
Intermediate team 2nd place
Senior team - 5th place

MCS Rugby League Action
1st Grade League (22)
defeated St Dominic’s Penrith
(20)
Our boys took on a strong St
Dominic’s outfit today in MCS,
to decide who we play in the
semi-finals next week. We,
unfortunately, started off the
game with our winger Corkhill
getting 10 in the bin for a
professional foul after a St
Dom’s line break off the kickoff.
They capitalised by crossing
after 2 minutes!
We fought back into the game
and crossed the line after an

Overall - 3rd place

interception by Cody Parry to

A massive congratulations to

rolled on with two more tries

all our runners and a special
mention to Blake Ciscato,
Joshua Yu and Jonathon
LeBreton who all ran an age
group up, to cover for an injury-

score under the post. We then
from spirited runs by Thomas
Fletcher who barged his way
over twice to put St Greg’s up
18-4 at halftime.

plagued Opens team.

Again, we started off the half

I could not be prouder of the

kick and St Dominic’s were

efforts of all runners today not
only in their races but in

with a dropped ball from the
able to create a small run of
play. They put on 3 tries in the

space of 15 minutes for us to

player injuries, our

frequent and soon after, the

be down 20-18. Thankfully, our

understrength 1st Grade team

physicality of the game ruined

boys showed great spirit as we

started very slow. We started

many passages of play.

suffered injuries to Fletcher,

off poor by making mistakes in

Fisher and Parry early in the

key areas of the field and

The game was marred by two

second half. We slowly moved

Fairfield capitalised with

illegal passages of play which

the ball downfield with some

consecutive sets and were

saw Josh Newell punched

tough runs by our forwards.

soon over the try line. It took

several times in the back of his

the boys time to gel and get

head whilst tackled to the

Our stand-in Captain

their combinations, but our

ground then several minutes

Emmanuel Kandidakkis, came

class came through and our

later, Jared McKinnon was also

down the right-hand side to get

defence was solid to keep

punched by a player

a ball out to Will Grabowski

them scoreless for the

celebrating an Auburn try.

who crossed over in the corner

remainder of the match.

with 2 minutes to go. A new

However, we turned a lot of

Due to ongoing safety

nickname for our debutant was

balls over and gave them plenty

concerns, Mr Newell asked the

then christened after their

of chances. The boys were

players to leave the field to

short kick-off. “Heart attack”

disappointed with their ball

avoid any more involvement in

Thomas Cusack dropped a

handling and penalties, given it

unsafe and dangerous play. A

sitter, for St Dom’s to have

was wet, but we did manage to

very disappointing state of

another set on our line in the

go on and score five

affairs that the MCS committee

dying seconds and we kept

unanswered tries, which

will review before the next

them out to stay undefeated for

allowed us to progress through

round of games.

the year!

to the MCS Final for

MVP: Jarod McKinnon

consecutive seasons where we
Congratulations also to Matt

will face up against Blacktown.

Due to a number of

Canellis for making his first-

MVP: Zakauri Clarke - Donovan

circumstances like injuries and

grade debut. A good tough win

Mr Bullock

player numbers, eligible 2nd

that the boys should be proud
of!
MVP: Thomas Fletcher - Molloy

1st Grade League (26)
defeated Patrician Brother’s
Fairfield (4) – Semi-Final 1st
vs 4th.
In a match where both teams
were severely hindered by

Grade players were called up to

2nd Grade League (16) were
defeated by Trinity Auburn
(26)
Unfortunately, the game
between St Greg’s and Auburn
did not get off to good start.
Due to a lack of dominant
refereeing, several illegal hitups and tackles occurred too

replace injured and unavailable
1st Grade players. This left
minimal numbers for the 2nd
Grade team and due to
insufficient players available,
the team had to forfeit their last
scheduled match.

Special thanks to the 2nd

Patrick Maher made a fine

mistake and take the win 18-10.

Grade players who represented

contribution to the team’s

Great work Boys.

the College in the 2021 season.

success in the second half.

MVP: Caiden Brincat –

A number of players were

Caiden Brincat was able to

Laurentian

granted 1st Grade debuts and

score his second try just before

did not disappoint. A

full time. Harrison Quinn

disappointing way for some

converted 3 goals. This would

Year 12 students to finish their

bring the final score to 26-4, a

seasons, but you are to be

solid win to the St Greg’s team.

commended on your team

MVP: Caiden Brincat -

morale and connection to the

Laurentian

College. Always there for each
other now and hopefully into
the future.
Mr Newell.

3rd Grade League (24)
defeated Dundas (14)
With a last-minute change of
location, we arrived at Fairfield
to face Dundas who have had a
mixed season of success so
far. St Greg’s started the game
slowly, dropping the ball and
giving away soft penalties. It
took the St Greg’s boys 10
minutes to score the first try,
Salvatori Cavaleri ran strongly
to score a nice try on the left
side of the field. Strong games
by Ben Kelly who used the
mousetrap play to perfection to
allow Caiden Brincat to score
our second try.

3rd Grade League (10) were
defeated by St Dominic’s (18)
Today the St Greg’s 3rd Grade
played the undefeated St
Dominic’s College. St Greg’s
had the Penrith team on the try
line for four sets of six. Until a
simple error was made, and the
St Dominic’s team scored. The
St Greg's boys came back
strong and again the defence
of the St Dominic’s forced
errors which they were able to
capitalise on. Harrison Quinn
was able to use an attacking
kick to set himself up for a
great individual try. We went
into halftime down 12-6.

3rd Grade League (12) were
defeated by 4th Grade League
(18)
Today we played the St
Gregory’s 4th Grade team who
have struggled throughout the
season. This meant 3rd Grade
would go into the game as
favourites and 4th Grade as the
underdogs. It had rained all day
and the team struggled to hold
onto the ball and made too
many mistakes in attack.
Luke Jobson would open the
scoring and Fergus Shelton
converting the try, to make the
score 6-0. 4th Grade hit back
quickly and evened up the
score.
We went into the halftime
break 6-6. A fine try to Harrison
Quin and another conversion to
Fergus Shelton saw 3rd Grade
take the lead 12-6. Again, poor

The boys did not give up and a

handling errors and poor

fine winger Try to Patrick

defence would allow the 4th

Maher put us in striking range

Grade to get a good field

to take the score to 10-12. St

position and score, making the

Alec McDonnell was next to

Dominic’s were able to score

score 12-12.

score and had defended well

one more try of another

all game. Fergus Shelton and

With 5 minutes remaining, and

Polsen made many outstanding

upset of the season. Playing

on the fifth tackle the 4th Grade

runs with the ball, providing a

with only 3 reserves made it an

half decided to run and grabber

platform for Luke Lo Giudice,

amazing win in terrible and

kick to score under the post,

Will Stimson and Riley

rainy conditions.

which sealed the win, 18-12.

Bradshaw to make an impact.

Good effort Boys.

3rd Grade started well scoring

MVP: Ben Kelly – Kilian

During Bryce’s time in the sin

the first try through Luke

Mr Cave

bin, the team dug deep, but

Jobson. We battled hard in the

tired bodies allowed two tries

centre of the field as Lachlan

to be conceded by the time

Sheens tore the opposition

Bryce returned to the field. 16-8

apart with hit up after hit up.

4th Grade League (20) were
defeated by Patrician
Brothers Blacktown (26)
An entertaining game that was
ours for the taking against
Patrician Brothers Blacktown.
Blacktown opened the scoring
with a try in the opening few
minutes. Good defending for
the first 10 minutes in
particular by Billy Pay, Luke
Fletcher and Lachlan Sheens,
stopping big boys in their
tracks.

half time score.
Emmanuel Illich stepped up
The second half started strong

with damaging runs as well.

as an injured Blake Truman

Eventually, good field position

crossed over and Tyrel

off the guidance of Hamish

converted. Elijah Smith was

Mineham and Tyrel Kelly, had

ruthless in his defence out

us near the try line. Patrick Bird

wide. Logan Nori and Pat Bird

seized the moment as a gap

both backed themselves

opened up on the try line, and

several times from dummy half.

he scooted through for a try

Pat succeeded with a handy try

next to the posts. Tyrel

just before full time which Tyrel

converted. Half time 6-6.

converted. Unfortunately, the
When we finally had the ball,

siren beat us, as we had all the

The game was a tight arm

easy metres were made

momentum in the final 5

wrestle and the team with the

through the direction of

minutes of the game.

least errors would win. Bryce

Hamish Minehan and Tyrel

MVP: Tyrel Kelly - Donovan

Catford-Potter and Blake

Kelly. Finn O’Connor finished
off a great team effort where
the ball passed through 8
players as he crossed over in
the corner. This lifted the
spirits of the team and a few
minutes later Hayden Tipping
scored a try, beating several
defenders in the process.
Bryce Catford-Potter and Ryan

Truman continued to impress

4th Grade League (18)
defeated 3rd Grade League
(12)
What a difference a week
makes. The performance was
amazing by our team this week.
We had 8 of our regular players
injured or sick and 4th Grade
dug very deep to produce the

with hard runs and solid
defence. 4th Grade continued
playing mistake-free football
and this was the difference
between the teams. Riley
Brayshaw contributed with
several runs and he stood up in
defence. Finn O’Connor was
fantastic under the high ball

considering the rainy

talented St Dominic’s side. An

conditions. Will Stimson, Elijah

early error near our own line

Two more tries were scored in

Smith and Luke Lo Giudice

put the boys under pressure.

the second half with Carlos

were solid in defence.

With some good ball playing by

Adina crossing in the right

St Dom’s they were the first to

corner after a great cross-field

Will Harrigan and Patrick

cross the line going up 4-0.

kick from Lachlan Dooner.

Cleary played mistake-free

From the next set, the boys

Followed up shortly after with a

football out wide, keeping our

clicked into gear and started to

charge down and regather

defence line in order. Several

look like the side they have

from big front-rower Lucas

good plays moved us towards

been all year. Creating

Rossi who passed off to Isaac

the try line, Hamish Mineham

numbers with a ball out the

Sykes who unselfishly tipped

and Tyrel Kelly moved the ball

back, Luke Fielding threw a

on to Lachlan Dooner to round

wide through the backs and

great cut out ball to Riley

the final score out to 28-4.

Hayden Tipping ran through 3

Senior who scored a great try

MVP- William Sefo - Kilian

defenders to score a well-

in the corner.

in the team. Third grade hit

A couple of sets later, Luke

back and levelled the score to

Fielding again linked with Riley

12-12. With 10 minutes to go,

Senior on a kick return, which

this was anyone’s game. With 2

saw Riley score an 80m

minutes to go Tyrel Kelly wrote

individual try for the second

his own fairy tale scooting

time this year. St Greg’s

through 6 to 7 players to score

remained dominant for the rest

a magnificent individual try

of the half, highlighted by an

under the posts. He converted

outstanding defensive set

his solo try. With 1 minute on

forcing the opposition to kick

the clock, 3rd Grade had the

from inside their own 20m.

U15 League (14) were
defeated by Patrician
Brother’s Fairfield (18)
Rain throughout the day meant
the game was going to be won
or lost in the middle. Up
against a big Fairfield pack, it
was going to be a tough
challenge for the boys.
However, first place was the
prize and the boys were ready
for the challenge.

fourths hung on for a

Shortly after Liam Walsh

Both teams started very

spectacular win on MCS 1.

stepped through to put the

physically, with opposing

MVP: Lachlan Sheens – Molloy

score out to 16-4 at halftime.

forward packs trying to assert

Mr Dinnen

Strong line speed and

themselves. Fairfield got on top

crunching defence remained

early and had St Greg’s

the theme throughout the

defending their line. Time and

second half. St Greg’s kept

time again, the boys kept

forcing St Dom’s to kick from

turning them around.

earned try. This lifted the belief

ball and opportunities but

U15 League (18) defeated
Parramatta Marist (6)
Back after a week off for
NSWCCC Representative
round, the challenge was a

inside their own half, time and
time again.

Finally, after getting a chance

stripped the ball and was able

called shortly into the second

down the other end of the field

to run 50m to put St Greg’s

half with the mercy rule

Riley Senior scored a good try

back up 14-12. Fairfield stayed

implemented. Two highlights of

in the corner, for St Greg’s to

up for the challenge and kept

the game were Sebastian Sia’s

go up 4-0 after the missed

the pressure on our defensive

involvement and unloads and,

conversion. After some more

line, despite some great efforts

Lucas Dempsey's promotion to

back and forth, a great kick

in defence an error with the

A's debut that saw numerous

chase by Patrick Mannion led

ball proved too costly with

charges at the line.

to a mistake by the Fairfield

Fairfield crossing with less

MVP: Sebastian Sia - Donovan

fullback giving the boys a

than 5 minutes to go.

golden opportunity to score.

14A League were due to play
Unfortunately, even though the

Patrician Brother’s Fairfield in

Just a few tackles later, Lachlan

game was 3 tries all,

the final round match.

Dooner scored underneath the

conversions were the

Unfortunately, Fairfield had to

posts and converted going into

difference. It was a terrific

forfeit due to player ineligibility.

halftime 10-0. The message

game by both sides and a few

Mr McMurdo

was simple at halftime, keep

lessons will be learnt by St

completing and maintain a

Greg’s moving into the semi-

strong kick chase. This is

finals next week.

exactly what the boys were

Tries- Lachlan Dooner 2 Riley

able to do, and after another

Senior

towering bomb from Luke

Conversions- Lachlan Dooner

Fielding the Fairfield fullback

1

made another error gifting

MVP: Luke fielding – Molloy

good field position to St

Mr Coffey

Greg’s.
Unfortunately, an error off the
scrum led to a length of the
field try to Fairfield moving the
score to 10-6. With their tails
up, Fairfield scored not long
after to move ahead 12-10.
Both teams just kept going at
one another with some power
running and with a great
defensive play, Lachlan Dooner

14A League St Greg's (0)
were defeated by Blacktown
(40)
There was a very different level
between the two sides. Our
defence was passive at best,
with often an arm being thrown
out to stop determined
runners. The results speak for
themselves with Blacktown
putting more than a point a
minute on us. The game was

14B Rugby League St Greg's
(0) were defeated by Auburn
(44)
Term 2, Week 4 - The Under 14
B team had a tough hit out
against a bigger Auburn Trinity
As team. This didn’t stop the
boys' efforts during the game
with good signs of attacking
footy and pressuring defence
cause a number of the
opposition’s handling errors.
Lucas Dempsey put an
inspiring performance on
against a dominant forward
pack, always putting his hand
up for multiple hit-ups in a set
with plenty of post-contact
metres. Cooper Evans showed
a great attitude, making big
runs and getting up to his feet

to leg the defensive line.
Captain, Hunter Redman, really
showed his leadership in
keeping the other players'
heads in the game and playing
until the final whistle. Kurtis
Catford-Potter did not surprise
anyone with his textbook
tackling technique, not missing
any tackles against players
twice his size. 44-0 3- Lucas
Dempsey 2- Cooper Evans 1Kurtis Catford-Potter
MVP: Lucas Dempsey –
Donovan

13A League (20) defeated St
Dominic’s (16)
The boys had a great start to
the match with some strong
defensive sets on their own
line. This strong defence led to
some great attack which led
them to a 16-0 lead at halftime.
And a fast start in the half, led
to 20-0, although St Dominic’s
came out with a great 2nd half
and some poor defensive from
St Greg’s allowed St Dom’s to
come back to within 4 points.
St Greg’s were able to hold on
to the win. Congratulations to
all the boys, staying undefeated
with 4 wins 0 losses.
MVP: Jack Johnson

13B League (20) defeated
Patrician Brothers Blacktown
(8)
Term 2, Week 4 - With the
competition getting off to a
slow start due to cancelled
games and washed-out
matches, the boys were finally
able to get out on the field. The
boys took the field for their first
game of the season and took
out a convincing win over
Patrician Brothers Blacktown 3.
Their defence was solid as we
defended our line in back-toback sets. Our attacking game
was strong, scoring 5 tries to 2.
Front rowers were strong
through the middle, while the
backs took charge getting
through the Blacktown
defence.
MVP – Ashton Tsagalas

who will compete in the Grand
Finals in Week 8.

1st Grade Football
T2W6 - Unfortunately we had
to forfeit, due to extensive
player injuries (from NSW CCC
competition) and the
unavailability of 2nd Grade
players to fill positions due to
their competition games. This
culminates in the end of the
season for the 1st Grade team
as they were not able to qualify
for the semi-finals either.
It's a disappointing season for
a very talented bunch of
students. Wet weather, player
injuries and the wrong end of
referee’s decisions left St
Greg’s chasing our opponents
too many times.
I wish all the players my best in
their future football careers and

MCS Football Action: Having
seven of eight teams make the
semi-finals for the 2021 MCS
competitions was a great result
for the College. Our Junior
ranks are shining and I wish
them all the very best as we
head to the Grand Finals.
All the best To Mr Ivancic and
the 7A team, Mr Goodhew and
the Year 9 team and to Mr
McGovern to the Year 10 team

their upcoming school exams.
Mr Witton

2nd Grade Football (5)
defeated Blacktown (0)
Thank you to our injured
Mason Bell for the following
match report....
6 min - 20-yard strike and score
by Bailey Wheeler and assisted
by Brody McConchie

1 min - away goal to Fairfield solid attempt from Jordan
Leigh-Estephan in a one-onone defensive situation.
16 min - 2nd goal by Bailey,
after a 1 on 1 with the keeper,
assisted with a long ball by
Nick Watmough 24th min penalty right before half time.

Penrith (1) – Semi-Final – 2nd
vs 3rd.
A 1-0 loss... Not the end of the
season or my coaching at St
Greg's that we were looking for
- it seems we don't like the
wet!!! What we do like,
however, is to give it our all, to
work hard for each other and to
never give up.

Oscar Coltman earned and
scored the penalty, hitting the

We didn't lose the game, St

ball straight down the middle,

Dom's won with a fantastic

just missed by the keeper. Half

strike that was destined to hit

time score: St Greg's 3-1 up.

the net. In the first half, we
displayed great effort but not-

34 min - penalty earnt by Brody

so-great football smarts. This

and scored by Bailey for his hat

certainly improved in the

trick.

second half and we managed
to keep and play the ball a lot

40 min - goal conceded by

better, creating a few chances,

Fairfield.

but... a 1-0 loss. Thank you to
this great bunch of boys, from

better for it. Thanks for the
season boys.
MVP: Jack Carey – Molloy
Mr Clarke

Year 10 Football (1) drew with
St Dominic’s Penrith (1) St
Greg’s took on St Dominic’s in
the last round game of the
MCS Competition. Early on we
looked threatening with
Cooper Mangan playing Jai
Bista down the sideline. Jai
outpaced his opponent and
sent a cross into Cameron
Ryder who put his effort over
the top.
The game was up and down
from there, with the long grass
inhibiting our regular sharp
passing combinations. Bryce
Bell was busy upfront but
couldn't get the ball in the net.

46 min - goal by Oscar

many different clubs, learning

Coltman. Good recovery to win

pathways and social groups

Penrith counterattacked in

the ball back and put it past the

that came together and had a

numbers and had our defence

keeper Corner earnt by Zac

'real crack' every week. I am

scrabbling on occasion.

Braithwaite and great effort

very grateful for the

Cameron Salter pulled off a

attacking the ball by Jacob

opportunity to coach this team

fantastic double save when

Shortland (both making their

and want to thank every player

one player found some space. I

debut).

for putting in every time they

still have no idea how he

got the chance. Not the dream

stopped the point-blank follow

Full-time score St Greg's 5-2

finish our Year 12 boys hoped

up.

win.

for, however, I hope our Year 11

MVP: Bailey Wheeler - Molloy

boys step up and push for first

No score at halftime and the

grade spots next year - bring

boys were well and truly in the

the same intent and attitude

trenches and needed

and our code will be much

something special to get a

2nd Grade Football (0) were
defeated by St Dominic’s

victory. The second half

this team. This ends the regular

instrumental in holding strong

followed a similar pattern with

season and I am proud to say

our defence with Auburn

Harry Elson and Andrew Salian

we have finished as minor

resorting to long balls

keeping their attackers at bay.

premiers and head into the

exclusively, but between the

Unfortunately, a long-range

semi-finals next week.

two, the ball barely got past our

effort deflected off Andrew's

Congratulations boys, now the

defensive line. The goals

head and looped past Salter

real work begins.

eventually flowed with Tommy

and we found ourselves

MVP: Cooper Mangan – Molloy

Gee nailing a free-kick before

behind.
The boys showed their steel
and pressed hard. Xander
Benad provided a spark and
won a corner for the team. The
ball was sent in and Cameron
Ryder put his header away to
level up the scores. Cooper
West and Tommy Gee worked
hard in the middle and often
linked up with Frank Murdocca
who overlapped well. We
thought we had the winner, or
at least a shot at the winner
late on from another corner.
Tommy sent in a nice ball and
which was directed past the
keeper only for a Penrith player
to punch the ball out before it
crossed the line.
Unfortunately, the referee was
obstructed so no penalty was
awarded. The game ended a
one-all draw. The boys are to
be commended for their
attitude and composure when
things didn't go their way. A
true testament to the class of

super-sub Archie Berthon

Year 10 Football (5) defeated
Auburn (0) – Semi-Final 1st vs
4th.
We started strong in our semifinal and never looked like
losing. Our first goal came from
a clearance from goalkeeper
Cameron Salter who found
Xander Benad free on halfway.
Xander sent through a probing
ball that split the defence with
Bryce Bell running onto it and
unleashing a first-time leftfooted cracker to open the
scoring. We continued to push
hard with the likes of Cooper
Mangan and Cameron Ryder
working hard in the midfield
and feeding our attackers. Both
wide backs; Frank John
Murdocca and Sam Gelder,
were great options when space
got tight in the middle. Sam
linking up well with Jai Bista
down the right on numerous
occasions, however, we could
not get another goal before the
halftime break. Harry Elson and
Andrew Salien were

grabbing a double (the first
with his first touch on the field).
Jai also finished with a great
goal and just like that... we're in
the big show next week!!!!
Congrats boys! The jobs not
done yet but let’s keep it
rolling.
MVP: Jai Bista - Molloy
Mr McGovern

Year 9 Football (2) defeated St
Dominic’s Penrith (0)
Today marked the final round of
the competition. Previous
strong results meant that the
team had already secured a
place in the finals. A win today
would hopefully cement a
home semi-final and the
possibility of taking out the
minor premiership. Our game
today was heavily influenced by
the pitch, as the long grass and
strong winds made passing
and dribbling difficult. After the
boys adjusted to the
conditions, the chances began
to flow. In a physical game, St

Greg's took the lead after a

which unfortunately came off

and good luck in the grand

sublime free-kick from Lincoln

the crossbar. St Greg’s

final.

Vella into the top left corner.

continued to dominate the play

Coach: Mr Goodhew

The team now clicked into gear

and were unlucky not to go

MVP: Cooper Ross - Donovan

and created a number of

ahead after an excellent free-

Mr Goodhew

chances. Some slick play down

kick from Lachlan Suffell,

the right ended at Lachlan

which resulted in a goalmouth

Suffell's feet who's shot was

scramble. Half time 0-0.

too powerful for the keeper and
earned the team a deserving 2-

The second half began with a

0 lead at the break. In the

few slight tactical changes. The

second half the boys created a

message to the boys was to

number of good chances,

keep up the effort and the

however, were unable to add to

goals would come. The team

the score. A scrappy goal in the

that wanted it more was going

final minute to our opponents

to win today. After some great

made for a nervous final minute

build-up and an excellent ball

of play, however, our boys held

from Coby Holland, Cooper

on to win. Well done St Greg's,

Ross was on hand and cut

let's continue our run in the

inside the defender before

semi-finals.

unleashing a powerful drive

MVP: Lincoln Vella - Molloy

past the keeper.

Year 9 Football (3) defeated
Eastwood (0) – Semi-Final 3rd
vs 2nd.
After losing our Round 4 match
verse Eastwood 3-2, the boys
were ready to make amends.
The game started well with St
Greg’s dominating early
possession and creating a
number of good chances. Our
first chance came down the left
with a Cooper Ross cross. After
the keeper dropped the ball
Denzel was on hand to pinch
the ball and get a shot away

This was a big moment in the
match and gave the boys the
energy to push on. Shortly after
this a cross from Cooper, found
Luke Cutajar who scored a
brilliant headed goal. Finally,
Cooper again cut in from the
left and with his right foot, this
time curled a great effort

Year 8A Football (0) were
defeated by Parramatta
Marist (1) – Semi-Final 3rd vs
2nd.
In this week's game, St
Gregory’s played St Dominic's
Penrith. In order to secure a
Top 2 placing, St Greg’s
needed to win. The game
started off well with St Greg’s
placing a lot of pressure early
on. Against the run of play, St
Dominic's were able to score
an early goal. In the second
half, Mervyn Stone scored a
free-kick to equalise. A great
midfield combination play
provided Mervyn Stone with a
through ball on goal. Mervyn
was able to score to make the
final score 2-1. St Gregory’s
were rewarded for their
consistent gameplay with a
close but comfortable win.
MVP: Daniel Foster - Donovan
Mr Kripal

beyond the keeper. At this
point, St Greg’s were in charge
and were unlucky not to score
a few more goals.
Congratulations on the season

Year 8B Football (1) were
defeated by Patrician
Brothers Blacktown (6) –
Semi-Final 3rd vs 2nd.

As the team finished 3rd after

bit more challenging for the

balls, communication and more

normal competition games, we

squad as we needed to adjust

shots on goals. The second

travelled away to face the

our line-up.

half was a tug of war between

second-placed Blacktown. We

the two sides where it could

struggled to maintain

From the outset, both teams

have gone either way. In the

possession of the ball and at

started the game with a

end, both sides held each other

times gave Blacktown too

frenetic pace. St Dom’s

out and I am sure both coaches

much possession in our

however showed a little more

happy with coming away with a

defensive third. Blacktown had

grit and their passing and

draw with such an even second

too many opportunities and

through balls were causing Ben

half.

this result in them scoring two

and Caleb significant stress.

MVP: Ben Lepre - Molloy

good team goals to lead into

Riley was called upon often off

Mr Ivancic

the break.

his line to save the day. A
legend effort again from him.

The second half was a

Year 7A Football (4) defeated
St Dominic’s Penrith (1) –
Semi-Final 2nd vs 3rd.
After drawing with St Dominic’s
last week knowing we didn’t
play our best, the team were
determined to go again with a
firm resolve to playing our best,
and that was what we did.

reflection of the first with a lack

However, our reliable

of possession and too many

defensive line was broken in

turnovers. We did see some

the 15th minute by a missed

possession in the opposition

tackle at the edge of the box

half and this allowed a good

which saw a shot that was hard

team build-up goal to Oliver.

to stop at such close range.

We struggled to build on this

The boys regrouped, led by the

goal and soon Blacktown was

midfielders, we began our fight

putting more goals against us.

back. A change in tactics to

From the outset, the boys were

The game ended in 6-1 to

use more through balls and

on fire. With Massimo back, he

Blacktown.

releasing earlier saw Finn and

and Max played a very tactical

MVP: Oliver Tannous

Dom claw more and more

game feeding off each other.

(Laurentian)

chances in the box. A through

Within 6 minutes we were one

Mr Wilson

by ball by Max saw Dom

goal up with an awesome strike

scramble in the box which

at the goals by Finn.

caused a handball by the

St Dom’s being St Dom’s, they

opposition. Finn stepped up

came back strong and against

and put the ball away. We were

the play, however, a clever

now even going into halftime.

through ball by Max, saw Finn

Year 7A Football (1) drew with
St Dominic’s Penrith (1)
We always knew going into a
game with St Dom’s, that it will
be tough, and this game would
be no different. Knowing we
were down a number of key
players made the task that little

on his way again with another
Half time discussion focused
on improvement in basics, one
on one connections, through

goal…up 2-0.

With some scrappy play on the
edge of the box, St Dom’s saw
an opening and were able to
score past Riley our keeper. St
Dom’s were on the way back.
The boys lifted themselves up
and pushed on only for a
penalty to be awarded against
us 20 minutes into the 1st half.
Our heads were down thinking
it was going to be a draw going

scored again leading into the

2021 Bill Turner Cup
Round 4 of the Bill Turner Cup
saw St Gregory’s College take
on the very talented Westfields
Sports High School. Boasting
three Australian U16 players, 6
representatives from U18
Sydney FC and Wanderers
teams, the boys were in for a
fight.

into halftime.

break.
There were some key passages
of play with many of the
younger boys playing some
good football. Excellent
disruption plays by Max
Anastasio allowed St Greg’s
several counter possessions,
while Jett Jeffress, Mason
Hunter and Mervyn Stone

A good warmup followed by a

played their positions very

However, Riley had other

team talk got the boys ready for

well.

thoughts and made a fantastic

the match. A good first touch,

save that injected a massive

supportive passing options and

The halftime talk addressed

amount of team spirit into our

a tough defensive effort were

the opposition strengths and

squad. Our half time chat

required for St Greg’s to be

what we could do to disrupt or

focused on sticking with the

competitive, but we staggered

stop their progress. The boys

basics and ensuring we run the

shortly into the game with

identified our strengths and

ball with quick releases to our

sloppy passing and Westfields

weaknesses and we planned

forwards….and that is exactly

were suddenly up two goals.

the best route forwards. We

what we did to put away

also noted that every time the

another two goals in a steady

The boys struggled with the

boys won possession of the

procession of each other in the

pressure being applied by

ball, Westfields would foul us

5th and 12th minutes of the

Westfields and we conceded

deliberately stop the game. We

second half.

another goal. Some quick

agreed we could not change

player subs and a quick

the outcome of this tactic and

The boys dominated in the

counter proved positive as

encouraged faster ball

second half with solid defence,

Denzel Tarabay was able to

movement and supportive

clever and skilful midfield work

cross the ball for an open

team play. We vacated the

and fast-paced attacking. It

Mervyn Stone who slotted the

changeroom similar to the way

was a pleasure to watch the

goal. The elation from the boys

were started the game.

boys come together so well

was a great kick-start and the

Apprehensive and unsure.

and at the right time of the

belief in each other boosted

season. Grand final next week.

the next few minutes of play. It

We conceded in the first

We are pumped!

was short-lived as Westfields

minute of the second half, but

MVP: Massimo Murdocca

the boys rebounded

immediately and kept

Congratulations to our College

Westfields from adding to the

representatives in MCS

score for the next 20 minutes.

sporting competitions and the

Further subs allowed more

CSNSW Sports Pathways.

minutes to the bench players.

Representatives from Molloy

The boys battled to the final

and Kilian lead the way each

whistle, going down 7-1, and

week claiming their team’s

can be proud of making it to

Sports Person of the Week

the regional semi-finals.

awards. There are still plenty of
representative opportunities

The further any school

across the Co-Curricular

progresses in these

program for all students to

competitions the chances of

contribute to the College

running into a selective sports

House Cup.

schools increases.
Well done to all members of
the 2021 Bill Turner Cup

June - Penrith Stadium

Cross Country
NSW CCC
8th
June
Sydney
Motorsport Park – Eastern
Creek
NSW All Schools
16th
July
Sydney
Motorsport Park – Eastern
Creek
MCS Trials and Competitions
TBA MCS Tennis (12 – 15
Years) Parramatta
26th Aug MCS Golf
Championships
Glenmore Heritage Golf Club

Squad. I look forward to future
campaigns as we continue to
provide sporting opportunities
for our talented young
footballers. Both Mr Goodhew
and I are very proud to be able
to coach these fine young
Greg’s men.
Coaches:
Mr Jamie Cook and Mr Daniel
Goodhew

House Cup

For all other NSW CCC

Upcoming Events
Spring MCS Trials -Term 2
Week 8/9/10
1st/2nd Grade Basketball-Term
3 Weeks 1 – 9
8/9/10 Opens Basketball-Term
3 Weeks 6+
1st/2nd/3rd/4th Grade
Cricket-Term 3 Week 6+
8A/B + 10A/B Opens
Cricket Term 3 Week 6+
NSW CCC Open Boys
Championships
15/16th

individual and team
nominations and trials can be
found on the following links:

https://csnsw.sport/
Jamie.Cook@stgregs.nsw.edu.a
u
Yours in Sport,

Senior School News
Rhys Goodman –
Awarded Taekwondo
2nd Degree Black
Belt
In 2010, I was invited to start
United Taekwondo at St
Gregory’s College and all the
staff and students have made
me feel a part of this incredible
community. Over the years we
have duly assessed and
promoted over 10 students to
the level of 1st Degree Black
Belt. I started my association
with Marist schools in 1973
and have always had a deep
passion for giving back to the
community in a meaningful
way.

Rhys Goodman started his

United Taekwondo St

journey with United

Gregory’s College.

Taekwondo in 2016 and after
dedicating over five years to

This is a position of authority is

learning taekwondo has

only appointed to my finest

achieved the level of 2nd

leaders who represent our core

Degree Black Belt. This is a

values of respect, integrity,

huge achievement as Rhys has

honour, honesty and humility.

attained a level way above any
other student in my program.
His dedication and
commitment to the betterment
of his fellow classmates has
been outstanding. He has
supported me, while I shared
my message of inspiration

Rhys’ greatest quality is that he

around Australia, by taking the

is a humble person with

role of Branch Instructor at

incredible talents and I am
honoured and blessed to have

him as a part of United

of the Intermediate team could

While it is a team event,

Taekwondo. I know he will

not make the event, however, a

individual highlights include;

leave the taekwondo program

very courageous Alex Gorey of

soon and I would like to wish

Year 7, stepped up in true

Benjamin Humphrey’s

him all the best with his future

Greg’s style and rode up an age

(Year 9) fastest lap ranked

endeavours. The College

group so the Intermediate team

him 59/158 of all male

community should be proud of

could compete.

competitors across years

Rhys as he is a testament to the

7-12.

Marist qualities that all

Alex Gorey (Year 7)

students should aspire to as

fastest lap ranked him

they become the best version

79/158.

of themselves.
All boys really emptied the tank

Master Paul
Founder & Master Instructor

and should be very proud of
what they have achieved.
None of the boys had trained
together, nor had any of them
raced previously. Benjamin

NSW All Schools
Mountain Bike
Championships

Humphrey confidently

A very chilly morning (1-degree

confident and after quite a bit

Celcius) greeted the first-ever

of “I’m not going first”, a brave

St Gregory’s Mountain Bike

Justin Crisp headed off to the

Teams at Yellomundee

start line.

volunteered to start for the
Intermediate team. The Junior
team was not feeling so

Regional Park on Sunday 6
June 2021. This event is a 4-

Both teams rode very well.

hour team relay of 3 to 4 riders.

Their transitions to the next

The team completing the

rider were clean and safe and

highest number of laps is

they fully supported each other

crowned the winner.

as true team-mates throughout
the entire event. The

St Greg’s entered two teams; a

Intermediate team finished in

Junior team (Years 7 & 8), and

13th place and the Junior team

an Intermediate team (Years 9

in 19th.

&10). Due to unforeseen
circumstances, two members

Next event; Oxley college has
invited us to a similar event on
Sunday 14 November. For more
information
www.gdchamps.com
Mr Robert Hall
TAS Teacher

School Photo Days
(Years 7-12)
Friday 27th August
Main School Photo Day
Boarding House Photos
Year 12 Group Photo
Homeroom and All
Portrait Photos
Large Co-Curricular
Photos

Monday 30th August
Co-Curricular Photo Day
and Catch Up Session

Junior School News
Junior School Family
Recipes Cookbook!

culture and history. A book that
will be treasured and take pride

Photos are optional. Please

of place on the bookshelf,

send your recipes to

coffee table or kitchen

recipes@stgregs.nsw.edu.au

benchtop.
Inside the covers of this book
will be the recipes, photos and
personal connections of our
Have you sent in your family
recipes yet?
Recipes are due by the end of
Term 2!
At St Gregory’s Junior School,
we are collating and publishing
a commemorative cookbook
comprised of recipes that
celebrate traditions of family,

families. We also aim to
encapsulate the history of the
College.
Please send your recipes, no
more than 2, with your family
name and a short blurb about
the history or significance of
the recipe to your family. We
would love every family to
contribute.

Year 3 – How We
Organise Ourselves
- An inquiry into the
interconnectedness
of human-made
systems and
communities.

Concepts: Form, Function,
Causation
This semester, Mr Fuser
attended a Mathematics
conference along with Mrs
Scott and learnt about taking a
conceptual approach to
teaching Mathematics.
Inspired by his experience, Mr
Fuser designed a line of inquiry
for our How We Organise
Ourselves Unit of Inquiry to
engage the Year 3 students in
their learning. This line of
inquiry, ‘Structures create
structure – Skills involved in
constructing spaces’ was one
part of the transdisciplinary
unit of ‘Structures are

established to manage the
spaces we live in’.
It takes into account learning
in Science and Technology,
Visual Arts, Mathematics,
Geography and aspects of
English.
Given criteria for each part of
their learning, students
modelled and drew threedimensional models of houses,

strategies to calculate the
entire area. They then found
the cost of the houses and the
length and cost of fencing each
house. Students also designed
the roads, yards and worked
out the cost of turfing each
yard.
Year 3 were visited by Kerri-

Here's what some of our Year 3

Ann, Gemma and Oscar from

students have to say about

the Camden Council Strategic

their learning:

Planning Department. They
learnt about the processes and
planning controls councils
have in place to ensure the
community is designed to meet
its needs. They also looked at
sustainability and the provision
of community facilities.
Students then added to their
estate designs, including
community facilities such as
parks, shopping centres and
hospitals. They are currently
adding grid references to their
maps and will be describing
and writing directions to travel
between places on the map.

Marcus C 3M – “We
learnt about division,
multiplication,
subtraction and
addition when we were
designing and
calculating our estate.
We worked out the
area, how much we
need to pay for it, how
much grass we needed
for each house and how
much it was going to
cost. We learnt that
there are many different
designs for estates and
you have to choose the
one people will like the
most.”

represented the top view of
houses and created a scaled
community map. Students
calculated the area of each
house on their map and used
addition and subtraction

Ava S 3B - “You need to
include areas that don’t
have anything in it, so
you have spaces to do
anything there. We

learnt times tables

you include everything

This visit spurred us to start

along the way. We had

you need and that there

collecting recyclable

to add large numbers to

are some spaces for

bottles/cans at the Junior

cost the houses,

fun. We learnt about

School and partnering up with

fencing and to find the

and used multiplication

Red Frog Recycling to do some

area of turf.”

and addition in pricing

return and earn initiative. A big

turf and fencing.”

thank you to Head Chef Natalie

Evie S 3M – “I learn
that councils don’t build
highways, and our bin
collections need to be
done on certain days,
otherwise they will be
driving all over the
place. You’d never get
your rubbish picked up
if you changed days!”
Thomas F 3B – “You
need to design more
than one type of house,
think about how it
looks. You also need to
think about how you
will fit shopping centres
and playgrounds into a
community.”
Rhys H and Coby O 3B
– “It takes a long time to
design communities. If
you want to build
something you have to
tell the council and get
approval to do it.”
Caitlin P 3B – “You
have to make sure that

and Rumil for having us and

Mrs Erin Burton and Mr
Benjamin Fuser – Year 3
Teachers

showing us around

Jennifer B (4M)
Did you know that... that
the containers and

Year 4's current Unit
of Inquiry "consumer

cutlery are purchased
from different

choices have an impact on
local and global
communities".

companies and are

Our first line of inquiry was to

every tree that is cut for

dive into the idea of

the cutlery, another one

sustainability and what this is

is planted in its place,

made of biodegrable
wood and plastic?
What you can do is… for

all about. We were invited up to
the Senior School dining hall
and Sheaf Cafe to visit

Rylan M (4M)

Manager Rumil and Head Chef

Did you know that…

Natalie, who spoke to us about

most of the packaging

what their sustainability model

in the sheaf cafe have

is, how they use food

been made from

sustainably when creating their

recyclable plastics?

menus, healthier food items

What you can do is…

and their selections of better

use the plastic

packaging that is

constrainers several

biodegradable, more

times - like the lolly

recyclable and having less of

cups you can take it

an impact on the environment.

home, wash it and use
it for your fruit break

Amelia H (4B)
Did you know that…
people waste good

look at our Central Idea –

parts of the species. We

‘Living things need to adapt to

then had to compare

survive and thrive in their

these to the Arid

environment’.

environment. We found
a feather and our tour

food just because it

guide, Ana, told me it

looks bad and it could

could be from a

be donated instead to

Lorikeet or a Cockatoo.

feed the poor?

During our trip, we also

What you can do is…

had to spot how

not waste food even if it

humans have affected

looks bad, it is still good
to eat.

Jack M (4B)

the environment with

Geena Hokayem and Luca
McDonald
Botanical Gardens, we

can use recyclable take

first went to the

away cups that can be

rainforest part of the

used again and again -

gardens. We were given

when you get a coffee it

images of different

can be cheaper for

plants and trees and

bring that cup back?

were given the

What you can do is…

challenge to find these

buy one of these cups

amongst the rainforest.

from the cafe or at a

Once we found the all

store.

the plants and trees, we

Year 5 News
On Friday 21 May, Year 5
students attended an excursion
at The Australian Botanic
Garden Mount Annan. This
excursion encouraged
students to find out about our
Unit of Inquiry as we start to

signs, paths and roads.

On our trip to the

Did you know that… you

Year 4, Mrs Harris & Mr Smith

things such as rubbish,

had to use different
equipment to find the
air temperature, wind
speed, humidity, soil
moisture and light
intensity. We had to
collect three types of
leaves, but from the
ground, not from a tree.
Using these leaves, we
had to draw a diagram
and label the different

Ruby Isbister
We had a phenomenal
experience. We took
two courses and they
taught us how plants
adapt and thrive over a
scale of its existence,
but it also taught us
how to appreciate
nature and plants for
what they are. We can
save endangered plants
with the Woodland
Warriors Program and
learn about controlled
fires and back burning!
In the Survive and
Thrive program, we
learnt that arid places
and rainforest places
are different, yet they
have so much in

common! We looked at

comparing wind

book a warmer day, but

both places finding

patterns. We have the

other than that it was

similarities and

teachers and the staff of

brilliant. We hope future

differences at every

the Botanical Gardens

Year 5 students, will

corner. Overall, we had

to thank for this

experience the same

an amazing time and

amazing and action-

curiosity and adventure

we have learnt a lot

packed adventure.

we did.

from playing ‘spotto’, to

Perhaps next time,

Junior School Sport
Independent
Primary Schools
Sporting
Organisation
(IPSSO)
IPSSO Results Week 6
On Wednesday, 26 May 2021,
our teams competed against
Mount Annan Christian
College at our College.
Junior AFL
Result: SGC 37 def MACC 12
Keira Eagles for her
effective kicking skills
that lead to multiple goals

Eva Luximon continued to

passing in the goal circle,

grow in confidence with

scoring in the final half.

her passing skills
Sienna Caruana for her
effective ball use under

Junior Boys Soccer
Result: SGC 1 def MACC 0

pressure
Kye Harding - plenty of

Junior Netball
Result: SGC 4 lost to MACC 11

attacking flair and a nice
early goal to set the tone
Gabriel Acuri - always

Piper Lane with

found space in the

expectational passing

midfield, providing plenty

and attack, shooting well

of good balls to the

in a late change of

strikers up front - great

positions during the

touches with the foot!

game.

Rylan Miller and Noah

Olivia Sheedy for

Forsyth - shut down

consistent attack and

anything that came their

Amelia Kelly for her

brings to the team and

way

strong circle defence

displays on the court.

allowing us to get many

Noah McKinnon for his

turnovers.

improved ability to remain

Charlotte Richards her

calm and focused under

strong attacking and

pressure.

Newcombeball
Result: SGC 2 def MACC 0
Ruby Harrison displayed

defensive skills no matter

good catching and

what position she was in.

passing skills around the

Annie Jacobs for

court.

consistently providing her

Gabrielle Yousseph

teammates with

displayed exceptional

encouragement on and

catching skills and

off the court.

IPSSO Results Week 7
On Wednesday, 2 June 2021,
our teams competed against
Macarthur Anglican at the
College.

positioning of the ball in
the opposition's court.
Isabella Palumbo

Senior Boys Soccer
Result: SGC 5 def MACC 1

Junior AFL
Result: SGC 41 def MAS 3

displayed good serving
skills and movement

Lenny Ursino - 2 great

Sabah Paki for her

around the court that

goals and excellent

dominant clearing kicks

resulted in team

attack down the left side

Daniel McMullen for

cooperation.

of the field.

providing several score

Cohen Smith - wonderful,

assists

safe defensive work and

Charlize Potts for her

effective passes to the

outstanding defensive

midfield.

pressure all game.

Senior AFL
Result: SGC 98 def MACC 6
Connor Potts for his

Mitchel Harding - worked

dominance in attack, as

very hard in defence on

he was able to score with

the right side.

ease
Rebekah Nott for her
attacking and relentless

Volleyball
Result: SGC 2 def MACC 1

defensive skills.

Junior Netball
Result: SGC 8 lost to MAS 10
Superb defensive and
attacking play from Ivy

Thomas Devine for his

Ryder Paki for his

Bushby, showing her

organisation of defence.

impressive ball skills in

versatility as a player in

both attack and defence.

the wings and centre. Her

Tessa Sabu Mandapam

strong and sure passes

for the positivity she

and play forced many

Senior Netball
Result: SGC 16 lost to MACC
19

turnovers that helped to

Senior Netball
Result: SGC 19 def MAS 12

lead the team to an 8-8

Lucas Spragg - solid

draw at the end of the

effort in the goals and

third quarter.

setting up the second

Kiera Howe and Stella

half goal with a great

Lucy Stewart and

Herbert for their defence

counter-attacking

Alexandra Nothdurfter

and pressure on the ball,

clearance that when

finding space and moving

collecting many

shifted the backline.

the ball down the court

intercepts.

with ease.

Shooting combination of

Emily Jones and Lily

Olivia Sheedy and Piper
Lane - effortless passing,

Newcombeball
Result: SGC 0 lost to MAS 2

shooting and amazing

Harland were
outstanding in the circle
and scored multiple goals

footwork in the circle.

Mikayla Faro - for her

each.

The sense of teamwork in

great catching and

Olivia Jardine strong

the Junior team has

passing skills throughout

defence and re-offering

continued to grow each

the game.

down the court.

week, with the team

Isabella Palumbo-

gelling well and knowing

displayed skills in the

each other’s style of play.

area of serving and

An exciting and close

effective passes to her

game.

teammates

Jayden Suffell scored 4

Brayden Lunny -

impressive goals out of

displayed skills in his

our total of 8. An

ability to serve and return

excellent attacking game

the ball.

up front.

Junior Boys Soccer
Result: SGC 2 def MAS 0
Kye Harding and Mikey
Torcarso - dynamic
strikers! Always on the

Senior Boys Soccer
Result: SGC 8 def MAS 0

Joey Issa for causing

Senior AFL
Result: SGC 75 def MAS 0

ball and attacking upfront

chaos in the opposition’s
defence. Unlucky not to
score on a few occasions.

- 2 lovely goals to Kye!

Jarryd Currell for his

Christian Faro for a

Humza Khan, Rylan

strong tackles all game.

strong game at right

Miller, Gabriel Acuri and

Zahra Eva being explosive

back. Stayed calm under

Anthony Issa - non-stop

when breaking away from

pressure.

effort in the mid-

defenders and effectively

field/wings today - always

distributing the ball.

there in attack but most

Parker Willard being

importantly supportive in

accurate in front of goal.

defence!

Volleyball
Result: SGC 2 def MAS 0

Max Whalan for his

intercepts and defence -

his strong returning of

consistency in

well done!

the ball.

Marcus Desira for his

Piper Lane for great

Georgia Maurialdo for her

determination and ‘Never

shooting, breaking away

improved skills in serving

Give Up’ attitude.

from defenders and her

and passing the ball.

dominating the serves.

effective passing.
Alexandra Davis for her
improved ball skills
particularly in attack.

Junior Boys Soccer
Result: SGC 0 drew OPAC 0

Senior AFL
Result: SGC 86 def OPAC 1
Charlize Anastasio for

IPSSO Results Week 8
On Wednesday, 9 June 2021,
our teams competed against
Oran Park Anglican at our
College.
Junior AFL
Result: SGC 65 def OPAC 0

Eli Piaud - pushing up in

breaking out of tackles

attack during the second

and her effective kicking

half to create chances -

skills

backing himself and

Nicola Blyton for her

having a go! Well done!!

defensive pressure all

Michelangelo Torcaso -

game

some great touches and a

Zahra Eva for her

real team player today -

effective tackling

putting his teammates

technique

Keira Eagles and Sabah

into space and passing

Paki for their effective

the ball skilfully

clearing kicks.

Noah Forsyth – effectively

Ivy Smith for her great

clearing the ball and

game awareness in

providing strong cover in

Annie Jacob for

attack

defence - played a great

demonstrating a

“sweepers” game today.

consistent 3 feet when

Senior Netball
Result: SGC 14 def OPAC 9

Daniel McMullen scored

defending.

30 points!!! Well done

Emily Jones and Alex

Daniel!!

Junior Netball
Result: SGC 3 lost OPAC 19

Newcombeball
Result: SGC 2 def OPAC 0

Nothdurfter for improving
their holding skills when
calling for a lob.

Nuala Fashoyin for

Amelia Kelly for working

serving 5 points in a row

on using her outside arm

Ivy Bushy - scoring a goal

and for her passing skills.

and providing strong

and great passing.

Jhett Tsagalas for serving

defence in Goalkeeper.

Kiera Howe and Olivia

5 points in a row and for

Sheedy for their

Senior Boys Soccer

Result: SGC 3 drew OPAC 3

at Werrington. Congratulations
to Denham Tsagalas on his

Oliver Halkyard for

selection in the Mackillop

excellent defence and

team.

calmness under
pressure.
Alexander Truong for his
strong control of the
midfield and excellent
passing skills.
Dean Gigg for his
fantastic runs along the

Rugby Union
On Monday, 24 May, our Junior
School Rugby Union Team won
the Wollongong Rugby Union
Knockout. The boys won quite
convincingly in the decider 270!

left-wing and opening up
shooting opportunities.

Each student should be
commended on the way they

Volleyball
Result: SGC 2 def OPAC 0

conducted themselves
throughout this competition,
especially in the last 10

Stephanie Welsh for her

minutes of the decider when

improved volleyball skills

they had to overcome some

Sean Hindmarch for his

challenges. The team now

great efforts that lead to

advances to the State

scoring points

Knockout in Term 3 at St

Seth Obereigner for his

Joseph’s College, Hunters Hill.

great positioning that
saved certain points

After the knockout

being scored by the

competition, we had 5 students

opposition.

trial for the Wollongong Rugby
Union Team. Of those five, four

Wollongong
Representative
Sport

students were selected into the

Touch Football
Friday, 28 May four Junior
School students represented
Wollongong Diocese at the
Mackillop touch football trials

Marcus Desira and Jayden

Wollongong Team.
Congratulations to Thomas
Stephens, Connor Potts,
Suffell.

Other
Representative Sport
Rugby League Gala Day June
3
On a cold, wet day that
provided challenging
conditions, our Junior School
team was able to piece
together a physical and skilful
display of rugby league in each
of our three games. The boys
won all three games
convincingly in the difficult
conditions and should be
commended on the respect
they showed for officials and
their opponents.
The boys finished first in their
pool and will now advance to
the Independent/Catholic
Primary School Competition Western Sydney Finals DayJuly 14. The winner from this
will progress to the Southern
Finals at Figtree on Tuesday
10th August.
Athletics Carnival
We are looking forward to our
Athletics Carnival being held in
the first week in Term 3 at the
College. To assist with the
running of the carnival there
have been trials and results in
recent weeks in certain events.
This will continue in the weeks
leading up to the carnival.
These events are:

800m

Year 2 that are turning 8 this

They will provide fun modified

Shot Put

year, have been allowed to

athletic events and tabloid

Discus

compete in these events.

sports for Kindergarten to Year

Long Jump

Please remember these events

2 students to participate in on

are not in age categories. They

the day.

The trials/results have been

are categorised into Juniors

and will continue to be done in

(8,9 and 10 Years), 11 Years and

PE lessons for students in

Seniors (12 and 13 Years).

Years 3-6. If students have
been away, they have been

This year for the K-2 Athletics

followed up and have been

Carnival we will welcome

able to compete. Students in

Motiv8sports to the College.

Mr Darryl Howe
PDHPE Teacher/Sports
Coordinator

